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Introduction
raised be You, my Lord, through Sister Water, who is very useful
and humble and precious and chaste." In Franciscan
surroundings today there is hardly a drinking fountain or stream

or jet of water that does not display the familiar sweet echo of the Conticle of
the Creatares.In fact, it is not at all unusual to find it even outside of friaries,
as if to suggest the quiet conviction that Saint Francis's words have always
been extremely popular, at least in Italy.

But appearances can be deceiving. Those inscriptions are recent; we
know they are not more than a hundred years old. They are living and
moving proof of the reputation enjoyed by the Canticle during the nventieth
century. On the other hand, because they are relatively modern they also

show, for those willing to read their storfr that that reputation is not very
old and that the history of our first real literary monument is far from
straightforward.

Today every student knows that Saint Francis is the author of the
Canticle and regards it as self-evident that the work has come down to us in
the original version, in other words, in the language and with the words in
which it was composed-perhaps in the spring of 1225. But what is known
by every educated person today was not at all clear a hundred years or so
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2 Furnagalli

ago. On the one hand, there were those like Ildebrando della Giovanna, who
in a very long article maintained passionately and with great erudition that
the Praises of tbe Creatures is not the work of Francis of fusisi.' On the other
hand, even such an authoritative and esteemed historian of Christianity as

Ernest Renan ended up a victim of the Canticle's misfortune, about which
the great historian of Italian literarure, Francesco De Sanctis, had said
nothing. Like Giovanna, Renan was closely associated with positivism and

thus put excessive faith in documents, while at the same time he was inclined
to deny the validity of anything that lacked documentation. After generally
praising the text, which he called the most beautiful religious piece of poetry
after the Gospels and the most complete expression of modern religious
sentiment, Renan went so far as to say that we do not have the original
version of the Canticle-even though he considered it unquestionably
authentic. Our Italian version is only the translation of a translation of a

translation of the words composed by Saint Francis, which have been lost in
their thirteenth-century Umbrian garb.2

Renan's is of course an extreme case. It was good-naturedly noted
and generously forgiven by the saint's first great modern biographer, Paul
Sabatier.r Yet it is also symptomatic of an uneasiness whose roots went flar

back.

Ernest Renan's misunderstanding was already cleared up back in
1777 by the learned Franciscan from Parma, Ireneo Afb. His work,
reprinted at the beginning of the nventieth centurf, is still worth re-reading
and reconsidenng as an essential stage in the srudy of early ltalian literature

rI. della Giovanna, "Francesco d'fusisi giullare e le Laudes trentu.rar1tnt,"
Giomale storico della leneratura italiana, 25 (1895) 1-92. But this is only one example;
those opposed to its authenticity were numerous, even among Franciscans.

2E. Renan, "Frangois d'Assise," in his Nou.aelles 4tudes d'bistoire religieuse,
Calmann LEvy, Paris 1892,323-51. The part of interest is in note l, page 331: "The
authenticity of this passage seems certain; but we must note that we do not have the
Italian original. The Italian text we have is a translation of a Portuguese version, in
turn translated from the Spanish." In fact, as we shall point out in a moment, not
even the reconstruction of the passages is satisfactory. What Renan examined was the
Italian translation of a Spanish text, which in turn translated the Portuguese version
of the original text. Thus, while for Renan the Spanish version is prior to the
Portuguese, it is actually the Portuguese that is older.

3P. Sabatier, Vie d.e .r. Frangois d'Assise, Editio, d6finitive, Librairie
Fischerbacher, Paris 1931,475-76. Here are the last lines, after those devoted to a

brief reconstruction of the history: "If the eminent historian whom I have just
mentioned were still upon this earth, he would react to this page with his broad and
benevolent smile, that simple yes, yes...which used to cause his students in the little
classroom at the CollEge de France to tremble with excitement."
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and as a still-valid example of seriousness and breadth of information.a Affr
explained that the confusion was created by Father Orazio Diola of Bologna,
who in 1581, and in successive editions, published his Italian translation of
an important work by Mark of Lisbon. He based himself, not on the original
Pornrguese text, but on an intermediate Castilian version obtained from
Father Diego Navarro. Llnfortunately Diola got the strange idea to also
translate the texts originally written in Italian, which had already been
subjected to the drastic treatment of being translated into Portuguese and
from there into Spanish.s Such a back translation of the Canticle was not only
useless; it also turned the work into a kind of paraphrase at times hard to
recognize. Yet despite Affb's scholarly and impassioned proof, the truth was
not re-established. The sixteenth-century text cobbled together by Diola,
with a mixture of other elements wrongly attributed to Saint Francis,
continued to enjoy unmerited success, aided by a curious circumstance that
added to its impact. At the beginning of the eighteenth cenrury Giovanni
Mario Crescimbeni tried to present the text, already massacred by Diola, as

written in unrhpned verses, mostly of seven and eleven syllables.6 And,
unbelievable as it may seem, Crescimbeni's attempt was successful among
the greatest scholars of the time. Even Gerolamo Tiraboschi, who in the
first edition of his Storia della leneratura iuliano had been a victim, although
indirectly, of the misunderstanding caused by Diola and Crescimbeni, did
not change that part of his text that dealt with Saint Francis, even in the

4De' Cantici in aolgare di San Francesco d'Asii. Dissertazione del Padre
Ireneo Afh, minor osservante, lettor giubilato, e regio professore di filosofia nelle
scuole di Guastalla, in Guastalla, dalla Stamperia dell'Illustrissima Comuniti, presso
Luigi Allegri, I'anno M.DCC.L)O(VII. The work can be read, reprinted under the
tide "S. Francesco fu poeta?" in Miscellanea Francescana ll (1907), 128-50.

5I am using one of the first editions of this extremely popular work:
Croniche de gli ordini instituiti dal P. S. Francesco, Parte Prima, divisa !n due volumi, et
in dieci libri. Che contengono la sua vita, la sua morte, i suoi miracoli, e di tutti i suoi
Santi Discepoli, & Compagni. Composta dal R.P. Fra Marco da Lisbona in lingua
Portughese. Poi ridotta in Castigliana dal R.P.R. Diego Navarro. E radotta nella
nostri Italiana da M. Horatio Diola Bolognese, & hora dal medesimo rivedute, &
emendate: Con infiniti miglioramenti, & aggiunta di nuove Tavole distinte, e

copiose. In Casalmaggiore, Nella Stamperia d'Antonio Canacci, M.D.DOOilI.
6L'istmia della aolgar poeia scritta da Gio. Mario Crescimbeni Canonico di

Santa Maria in Cosmedin, e Custode d'Arcadia. Nella seconda impressione, fatta
l'anno l7l4 d'ordine della Ragunanza degli Arcadi, colTetta, riformata, e

notabilmente ampliata; e in questa terza pubblicata unitamente co i Comentarj
intorno alla medesima, riordinata, ed accresciuta, In Venezia MDCOOO, Presso
Lorenzo Basegio. The part devoted to the Canticle is found on pp. I I 1- l 3 of the first
part.
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+ Fumagalli

final edition. He simply added a note in which, without showing any great
enthusiasm, he mentioned the different conclusions reached by Ireneo Af6.7

So one could have reasonably concluded-with the support of
Tiraboschi or because of his half-hearted denial-that the Canticle of Saint
Francis had been lost and that its still-surviving traces were all due to Mark
of Lisbon who translated it into Portuguese, thus providing the basis and

material for the series of operations that followed.

This is not the place to flollow the later stages of an approach that
was so full of pitfalls for the transmission of the text.8 Instead we can ask

how the Canticle was adapted and interpreted after all these changes of
fortune. It would be cruel torture to quote the work; it is enough to say that
everything was changed. The later translations had of course destroyed the
basic metrical and rhetorical elements. These include the presence, now
certain, of the dtrsu.s and the arrangement of the text in verses marked by
rhyme or, more often, by assonance. We shall rerurn to these features in the
second part of this work. But so far, even disregarding Crescimbeni's later
intervention, it is worth stressing that Mark of Lisbon not only made the
structure intended by Saint Francis unrecognizable; he also created an

alternative and completely fanciful structure when he presumed to divide the
Canticle into eight parts, that being the number of beatitudes in the Sermon
on the Mount (Mt 5:3-10). He wrote:

Father Saint Francis composed a canticle in praise of the Lord, in Italian,
when it was revealed to him that he was to receive the glory of paradise.

And since, among all corporeal creatures, t}re sun is the first among those

that lack reason, and since Christ called himself Sun of Justice, he entided
it the Canticle of the Sun, diwded into eight verses corresponding to the
eight Beatitudes.e

7In the edition of the Storia published in Modena in 1788, vol. fV, bk. III,
ch. III, VIII, p. 404, an asterisk refers to the following note: "Father Ireneo Affb, in
his learned dissertation De' Cantici aolgoi di S. Francesco d',4ssii published in
Guastalla in 1777, has very effectively opposed t.he common opinion still followed by
me here, namely that Saint Francis is the autlor of the poetic canticles mentioned,
and has shown that he actually wrote them in prose and that they were later rhymed
by someone else." It is an interesting situation. He acknowledges that Affb is right,
but he does not change his text, and as a result Crescimbeni's tampering is

perpetuated.
8Summary references to the later stages can be found in the study by

Giovanni Poza, "Il Cantico di Frate Sole di san Francesco," in Letteratura italiana,
Le opere, I . Da lle origini al Cinquecento, Ttrin: Einaudi, 1992, pp. 3 -26: 3 -4.

eEd.cit., ch. 92, p. 165. The Sermon on the Mount in relation to Saint
Francis is the subject of a book by Karlmann Beyschlag, Die Bergpredigt und Franz
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This is important because it documents, with all the clarity we
could wish, a process that often happens: scholars in every age show a strong
tendency to transfer directly to texts, to their appearance and to their
organization, the results of exegesis. Thus it happens, more often than
usually imagined, that a work's interpretation, always subjective to some
extent, influences its graphic presentation. The result is a transfer from the
realm of the subjective to that which is claimed to be obiective. Since the
same process will be followed in this book-although only in part and based

on evidence that is different and, we hope, more solid-we should warn
readers of this. They should know that the text presented to them is not, at

least in this case, totally certain. It represents, to use a favorite expression of
Gianfranco Contini, a working hypothesis. fu for the arrangement given by
Mark of Lisbon and later elaborated by Crescimbeni, we hope that this
hypothesis, the result of research by distinguished scholars and here simply
accepted from them, will prove to be less adventurous.

But Mark of Lisbon's work, even though its results are

unacceptable, remains important for another reason. While his division of
the Canticle into eight parts certainly cannot be accepted, it does preserve an

important value because of its clear and explicit reference to the gospels.

Much work has been done along this line in recent years, and a proposal will
also be found in the pages to follow. The central role of the gospel texts in
Saint Francis's total experience is so obvious as to make any discussion

unnecessary and fruidess. Less obvious today is the presence of the gospels

in the Canticle, since scholars prefer to point especially to Psalm 148 and the

Canticle of the Tbree Young Men in the Book of Daniel as basic models. That
such Old Testament texts are fundamental for this work of Saint Francis is
of course beyond question, but it seems to me that by focusing on them
scholars have overlooked the presence of one gospel episode, hidden but
fully at work. Flowever it is not the Sermon on the Mount, nor even that
part of it devoted to the Beatitudes. Instead, as we shall try to document in
the final pages, it is the Lord's Prayer, the prayer taught by Jesus to his

disciples, in other words the Our Fatber. And it is not in the form
transmitted by the Latin of the Vulgate, as found in Matthew 6:9-13, much
less in Luke ll:2-4, but rather-and we should not be surprised-as it was

recited in the liturry and as the saint was thinking of it when he paraphrased

it in one of his works we still have.

If this proposal should prove acceptable, one of its many advantages

is that it explains not only what is in the Canticle, but also what is not there

aan Assii, Giitersloh: C. Bertelsmann Verlag, 1955 (Beitrdge zlur Ftirderung
chrisdicher Theologie, 2. Reihe, 57).

5
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but we would expect to find. I am thinking of animals in particular. The
saint's love for them is too well-known, but precisely because of this all
readers are surprised at their absence in Francis's chorus of praise. The
hypothesis advanced here, that the Canticle is closely linked with the Our
Father, can help to satisfactorily explain this fact, which might otherwise go
unnoticed.

A new book on Saint Francis necessarily enters into dialogue with
many voices that have debated for centuries, and with many people who are

seeking, in accord with the spirit of the times, to take as an example from a

life experience that was so radical.

The following pages were conceived primarily for students,
especially those studying Italian literature in foreign universities. They are

the fruit of research and the reflections from a seminar held some years ago

at the University of Berne, but they also owe much to suggestions and

criticisms from teachers and friends. The teachers are in some cases indirect:
Vittore Branca, Franca Ageno, Gianfronco Contini, Father Giovanni Pozzi.
In other cases they are direct, violating the separation of categories by being
friends as well: Aldo Menichetti, Luciano Rossi, Don Franco Buzzi and

Mirella Ferrari. But the most candid dialogue, whether we are agreeing or
disagreeing (and it is especially useful in the latter case), is the one I have

carried on for a long time with Father Carlo Paolazzi. Thus it is to him and

to the community of Grottaferrata that I dedicate this book, in memory of
the busy and fraternal days spent at their Collegio S. Bonaventura in July
2000.

A Note on Bibliograpy
The bibliographical references in the book have been kept within

reasonable limits. Those wishing to explore other approaches, or further
pursue those indicated here, can take as their guide the now classic

bibliographies by F. Bajetto, "(Jn trentennio di studi (19+l-73) sul Cantico
di Frate Sole," L'halia francescana 59 (197+) 5-62 and Sidonia Ruggeri,
"Materiale per uno studio sul Cantico di Frate Sole," Accademie e Bibliotecbe

d'halia, n.s. 26 (197 5), 60-102; also very helpful are "Aggiornamento
Bibliografico dei Contributi relativi al Cantico di Frate Sole (1950-1992),"
ed. Cristina Garzena and Sandra Migliore, in Vittore Branco Il Cantico di
Frate So/e, Florence: Oschki, 199+, 131-38; for publications that deal with
the Canticle from year to year, see the invaluable volumes of the Bibliograpbia

franciscana, Istituto Storico dei Cappuccini, Rome, and those af Medioeao

latino, ed. Claudio Leonardi, Centro italiano di studi sull'Alto Medioevo,
Spoleto starting from 1978.
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Part One

The Canticle of Brotber Sunt
Time and Circumstances

of Its Composition

I

Time of Composition
We do not know exactly when Francis of Assisi composed the

Canticle of Brother Sun, although most likely it must have been between the
end of 122+ and the summer of 1225, thus a little more than a year before

his death. But we do know, because some of the earliest Franciscan sources

tell us, in what circumstances and after what sufferings he conceived it and

gave it to his companions to learn: he had iust come through a night of
extreme pain, assured of his eternal salvation. Yet even on this point, which
may seem incidental but is really fundamental, the witnesses differ, and it is
more than simply a difference of emphasis and stress, which is normal in
different descriptions of the same event. Not only do the accounts not
complement one another; they cannot, it seems' even be easily reduced to
one, at least not without a certain amount of forcing.

The oldest testimony is that of the Second Lrf, by Thomas of Celano
(ca. 1190-1260), written in the years 12+5-1247, roughly twenty years after

the events. It is, to be sure, an essential piece of testimony, which it is

appropriate to cite here to give a short comment^ry.I will cite only numbers

213 md 217; number 212, which describes the sufferings caused by Francis's

illnesses and provides the setting for the episode, is not crucial at the

moment.

One night, when he was more worn out than usual because of various

serious discomforts from his illnesses, he began to feel sorry for himself in
the depths of his heart. But, lest his willing spirit should give into the flesh

in a fleshly way even for a moment, unmoving he held the shield of
patience by prayng to Christ.

And as he prayed in this struggle, he received a promise of eternal life

through this comparison: "If the whole mass of the earth and the fabric of
the universe were made of the most precious gold, and you with all pain

gone were given as the reward for the hard suffering you're bearing a

treasure of such glory that all this gold would be as nothing in comparison

to it,-not even worth mentioning-wouldn't you rejoice, and gladly bear

7
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what you're bearing at the moment?" "I'd be h"ppy to," said the saint, "I'd
be immeasurably h"ppy."

"Rejoice, then," the Lord said to him, "for your illness is the pledge of my
Kingdom; by merit of your patience you can be firm and secure in
expecting the inheritance of this Kingdom."

Can you imagine the joy felt by one
blessed with such a happy promise?
Can you believe the great patience,

and even the charity,
he showed in embracing bodily discomforts?

FIe now knows it perfecdy,
but then it was impossible for him to express it.

Ffowever, as he could, he told a litde to his companions.
It was then that he composed
the Praises about Creatures,

rousing them in a way
to praise of the Creator.lo

'0[AIl English translations of the sources are from Francis of ,*sii: Eorb
Docummts,3 vols., ed. Armstrong, Hellmann and Short, (New York: New City Press,
1999 -2001). Hereafter, FA:EDI.

In these first chapters, since the discussion is sometimes about questions
that are subde and linked to the precise meaning of individual words, it is also
essential to give the original. Here, then, is the Latin text: "Nam nocte quadam, cum
propter infirmitatum suarum graves molestias plus solito lassaretur, coepit de intimo
cordis compati sibi ipsi. Sed ne spiritus ille promptus (Mt 26:41) carni carnaliter
consentiret in aliquo vel ad horam, patientiae scutum, orando ad Christum, seryat
immobile. Orans tandem sic positus in agone (Lk 22:43), promissionem aeternae
vitae a Domino sub hac similitudine reportavit (Heb 10:36; ln 6:69):'Si tota rerrae
moles (Is 40:12) et machina mundi aurum cesset sine pretio (Ps 43:13) pretiosum, et
tibi pro iis quae pateris duris molestiis, omni dolore sublato, daretur in praemium
thesaurus gloriae tantae, cui praedicti auri comparatio (Wis 7:9) nulla esset, vel etiam
nominari non digna, nonne gauderes, libenter sustinens quae sustines ad
momentum?' 'Gauderem utique,' ait sanctus, 'et supra modum (2 Cor 4:17)
gauderem.''Exulta igitur,'dixit illi Dominus,'quia regni mei est arrha infirmitas tua,
et per patientiae meritum securus et certus QVis 7:23) eiusdem regni haereditatem
(Eph 5:5) exspecta!' - Sed quanta putas exsultatione gavisum hominem tam felici
promissione beatum? Quanta non solum patientia, verum etiam caritate, illum credis
corporis molestias amplexatum? Novit ipse modo perfecte, quia indicibile tunc dicere
sibi fuit. Retulit tamen sociis pauca, ut potLlit. - Laudes de creaturis tunc quasdam
composuit, et eas utcumque ad Creatorem laudandum accendit."

I am citing from Fontes Franciscani, ed. Enrico Menestb, Stefano Brufani et
al, apparatus by Giovanni M. Boccali, fusisi: Edizioni Porziuncola, 1995, 627-28.
[Hereafter FF followed by the page number].
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A little over a year after these events, October +,1226, Francis died.
But the account of his death, as told in the Second Lrft 217, also provides
important information about the composition of the Canticle:

The few days that remained to him before his passing he spent in praise of
God, teaching his beloved companions how to praise Christ with him. fu
best he could, he broke out in this psalm, With my aoice I ried to the Lord.
With my aoice I beseeched tbe Lord. He also invited all creatures to the praise
of God, and exhorted them to love by some words which he had composed
earlier. Even death itself, terrible and hateful to everyone, he exhorted to
praise, md going to n eet her joyfully, invited her to be his guest saying:
"Welcome, my Sister Death!"ll

It is dear from Ce)ano's accoDD\ even though )t is spread out over
two non-adjacent sections, that the Canticle-which he refers to as the
Praises about the Creatures-w^s composed after the night of the certificatio or
"assurance" when Francis received the revelation of his eternal salvation. It
also appears-although with less evidence-that the entire Canticle was
written on that occasion. Nothing is said about later additions, and the
expressions used in number 217 regarding the supreme and final
"performance," especially because of the word naru that links the part about
his death to the aerba qaaedam quae olim cornposaerar, seem to confirm that
the text recited was the one already written some time before, without
additions.r2 The situation does not change with the other thirteenth-century
sources, among which the Major Legend.IX, 1 of Saint Bonaventure stands

out.r3 But it changes radically when we go from the thirteenth to the next

ll"Proinde paucos dies, qui usque ad transitum eius restabant, expendit in
laudem, socios suos valde dilectos secum Christum laudare instituens. Ipse vero,
prout ponrit, in hunc psalmum erupit: Voce mea ad Dominum clamavi, voce mea ad
Dominum deprecatus sum (Ps l4l:2-8) etc. Invitabat etiam omnes creanrras ad
laudem (Lk 18:43), et per verba quaedam quae olim composuerat, ipse eas ad
divinum hortabatur amorem. Nam et mortem ipsam, cunctis terribilem et exosam,
hortabatur ad laudem, eique laetus occurrens (dg 19:3), ad suum invitabat
hospitium: 'Bene veniat,'inquit, 'soror mea mors!'" (FF 632).

r2Kajetan Esser, Gli Sdni di S. Francesco d',4sii. Nuova edizione e

traduzione italiana [translation from the German by A. Bizzoreo e S. Cattazzo, while
that of rhe Writings of Saint Francis is by V. Gamboso], Edizioni Messaggero
Padova, Padua 1982 (Original tide: Die Opuscula des bl. Franziskus aon Asisi. Neue
Textkritische Edition, Grottaferrata, Editiones Collegii S. Bonaventurae ad Claras
Aquas, 1976),160-61.

l3"With an intensity of unheard devotion he savored in each and every
creature-as in so many rivulets-that fontal Goodness, and discerned an almost
celestial choir in the chords of power and activity glven to them by God, and, like the
prophet David, he sweedy encouraged them to praise the Lord" (FA:ED 1I,596-97).

9
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century and consider the most authoritative sources from that period,
beginning with the Assisi Compilatioz, copied beween 1310 and 13 12 in the
present Ms. 1046 of the Biblioteca Comunale Augusta of Perugia, bur from
material going back to the middle of the previous century.ra The Assisi
Compihtion is a text whose fortune came very late: its discovery dates back to
1922 and the first complete edition to 1975. Yet, as far as the composition of
the Canticle is concerned, its version of the facts has for a long time enjoyed
much consensus through the parallel account in the Mirror of Perfection,
which is closely related, since both texts represent material that is several
decades older, and the Miror has been known and studied for centuries. In
fact we can say that the more common opinion, at least among scholars of
Italian literature, is acrually based on the Mirror of Perfeaion a;nd its assertion
that Saint Francis composed the Canticle in three stages. He is said to have
begun it benreen 1224 and 1225, then added the part about pardon and
finally, at the very end of his life, he added the verses, or the verse, about
death (every comma in the text is the subject of debate, and so it will come
as no surprise that there is also debate over the internal divisions).t5

The very success of the reconstruction of the facts offered by the
,*sisi Cornpihtioz leads to its rather frequent use, also because its statements,
if accepted, are fraught with consequences. Let us look, then, at the three
stages.

"Inauditae namque devotionis affectu fontalem illam bonitatem in creaturis singulis
tamquam in rivulis degustabat, et quasi caelestem concentum perciperet in
consonantia virtutum et actuum eis datorum a Deo, ipsas ad laudem Domini (Ps
148:l) more prophetae David dulciter hortabatur" (FF 854). For an overview of the
sources on the composition of the Canticle see Esser, Gli Srini d.i S. Francesco d'Asii,
I 50-54.

t+The history of the work and the manuscript was recendy recalled by
Enrico Menestb in FF 1449-50; see idem for the bibliography.

rsFor all questions about the Miror of Perfection, see the dense pages by
Luigi Pellegrini in FF 1829-47, especially 1829-40. fu we know, both the ,4ssin
Contpilation and the Mirror of Perfection are attested by fourteenth-century
manuscripts, but it is certain that they derive from material collected in the mid-
thirteenth century following the invitation by the general of the Order, Crescentius
of Iesi (1244), who wanted to collect as many testimonies as possible about the saint.
For this question, with special attention to the Canticle's origin, see Mttore Branca, Il
Cantico di frate Sole. Studio delle fonti e testo ritico, Florence: Olschki, 1950 (reprinted
in 1994: Preface by Giorgio Barberi Squarotti and Carlo Ossola, updated
bibliography by Cristiana Garzenza and Sandra Migliore, *ith a. study on the
interpretation of the canticle by Vittore Branca, Florence: Olschki, t994), especially
28, 30, 32-34,36-41,50-51. Naturally the version of the facts provided by the,*ii
Com.piktion and the Mirror, even though it has come down through manuscripts that
are several decades later, enjoys the greatest authority and can in no way be
underrated.
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One night as blessed Francis was reflecting on all the troubles he was

enduring, he was moved by piety for himself. "Lord," he said to himself,

"make haste to help me in my illnesses, so that I may be able to bear them
patiendy." And suddenly he was told in spirit: "Tell me, brother, what if, in
exchange for your illnesses and troubles, someone were to give you a

treasure? And it would be so great and precious that, even if the whole

earth were changed to pure gold, all stones to precious stones, and all water

to balsam, you would still judge and hold all these things as nothing, as if
they were eartt, stones and water, in comparison to the great and precious

treasure which was given you. Wouldn't you gready reioice?"

"Lord," blessed Francis answered, "this treasure would indeed be great,

worth seeking, very precious, gready lovable, and desirable."

"Then, brother," he was told, "be glad and rejoice in your illnesses and

uoubles, because as of now, you are as secure as if you were already in my
kingdom."

The next morning on rising, he said to his companions: "If the emperor
were to grve a whole kingdom to one of his servants, shouldn't he gready
rejoice? But, what if it were the whole empire, wouldn't he rejoice even

more?" And he said to them: "I must rejoice gready in my illnesses and

troubles and be consoled in the Lord, grving thanks always to God the
Father, to His only Son, our Lord Jesus Christ, and to the Holy Spirit for
such a great grace and blessing. In His mercy He has given me, His
unworthy litde servant still living in the flesh, the promise of His kingdom.

"Therefore for His praise, for our consolation and for the edification of our
neighbor, I want to write a new Praise of tbe Lord for His creatures, which
we use every day, and without which we cannot live. Through them the

human race gready offends the Creator, and every day we are ungrateful
for such great graces, because we do not praise, as we should, our Creator

and the Giver of all good."

Sitting down, he began to meditate and then said: "Most High, all-
powerful, good Lord." He composed a melody for these words and taught

it to his companions so they could rePeat it. For his spirit was then in such

sweetness and consolation, that he wanted to send for Brother Pacifico,

who in the world was called "The King of Verses," and was a very courdy
master of singers. He wanted to give him a few good.and spiritual brothers

to go through the world preachinlg and praising God.l6

I6FA:ED,II, 185-86. The Latin is: "IJnde quadam nocte considerans beatus

Franciscus quod tot tribulationes haberet, pietate motus est erga s^emetipsum et intra
se dixit 'Dbmine, in auxilium me respice (Ps. 70:12) super infirmitates meas, ut
patienter valeam tolerare.' Et subito in spiritu dictum est illi: 'Dicas michi, frater: si

quis pro hiis tuis infirmitatibus et tribulationibus tam magnum et pretiosum
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No doubt there are some discrepancies between Celano's version
and that of the Assisi Cornpilation. For now the differences are insignificant,
but in other passages they become more marked, especially with regard to
the time of the Canticle's composition. According to Celano and
Bonaventure, it goes back entirely to the experience of the "assurance,"
while the Assisi Compilatioz probably speaks of a single later addition and the
Mirror of Perfection, ttuo. It is important to give the relevant passages, lest
our own voice drown out that of the early testimonies, but also because the
account in the Miruor contains some slightly suspicious elements. Let us
read, then, from the Assisi Compilation:

At that same time when he lay sick, the bishop of the city of fusisi at the
time excommunicated rhe podesth. In return, the man who was then podesth

was enraged, and had this proclamation announced, loud and clear,
throughout the city of fusisi:17 no one was to sell or buy anything from the

thesaurum tibi daret, quod si tota terra esset purum aurum, omnes lapides essent
lapides pretiosi, et aqua tota esset balsamum, tamen tu pro nichilo hec omnia
reputares et haberes, ac si essent materiales: terra, lapides et aqua, in comparatione
magni et pretiosi thesauri qui tibi daretur ftVis 7:9; Ps 181:11). Nonne mulrum
gauderes?' Et respondit beatus Franciscus: 'Magnus esset, Domine, thesaurus iste et
investigabilis, pretiosus valde et minis amabilis et desiderabilis'(Ps l8:11). Et ait illi:
'Ergo, frater, iocundare et iubila satis in tuis infirmitatibus et tribulationibus,
quoniam de cetero ita secure te habeas ac si iam esses in regno meo.'

"Et surgens mane dixit sociis suis: 'Si imperator alicui suo servo integrum
regnum daret, nonne multum deberet gaudere? Sed si totum imperium, nonne multo
magis gauderet?'Et ait illis: 'Ergo me oportet multum gaudere amodo infirmitatibus
meis (2 Cor 12:10) et tribulationibus et in Domino confortari (Eph 5:20) et Spiritui
Sancto de tanta michi facta gratia et benedictione, quod scilicet viventem adhuc in
carne, per misericordiam suam de regno me servulum suum indignum dignatus est
certificare. Unde volo ad laudem eius et ad nostram consolationem et ad
hedificationem proximi facere novam Laudem Domini de suis creaturis, quibus
cotidie utimur et sine quibus vivere non possumus, et in quibus humanum genus
multum offendit Creatorem, et cotidie sumus ingrati tante gratie, quia inde nostrum
Creatorem et datorem omnium bonorum sicut deberemus non laudamus.'

"Et sedens cepit meditari et postea dicere: 'Altissimo, omnipotente, bon
Signore.'Et fecit cantum in ipsis et docuit socios suos ut dicerent. Nam spiritus eius
erat nlnc in tanta dulcedine et consolatione, quod volebat mittere pro fratre Pacifico,
qui in seculo vocabatur rex versuum et fuit valde curialis doctor cantorum, et dare
sibi aliquos fratres bonos et spirituales, ut irent per mundum predicando et laudando
Deum" (AC 81, in FF 1596-98; cf. 2MP 100, in FF 2011-13). Still useful for Brother
Pacifico is the snrdy by Ciro da Pesaro, "B. Pacifico Re dei Versi," Picenurn
Seraphicum 4 (1918) 12I-69.

lTActually, the Latin text seems to say that it was the podesth who struck first
and that the excommunication resulted from the prohibition, issued by the civil
authority, against any commercial relationships with the bishop; according to the
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bishop, or to draw up any legal document with him. And so they

thoroughly hated each another.

Although very ill, blessed Francis was moved by piety for them, especially

since there was no one, religious or secular, who was intervening for peace

and harmony between them. He said to his companions: "It is a great

shame for you, servants of God, that the bishop and the podesti hate one

another in this way, and that there is no one intervening for peace and

harmony between them."

And so, for that reason, he composed one verse for the Praises: Praised be

You, my Lord, through those who give pardon for Your love and bear

infirmity and tribulation. Blessed are those who endure in peace for by

You, Most High, they shall be crowned.

Afterwards he called one of his companions and told him: "Go to the

pod.esth and, on my behalf, tell him to go to the bishop's residence together

with the city's magistrates and bring with him as many others as he can."

And when the brother had gone, he said to two of his other companions:

"Go and sing the Canticle of Brother Szz before the bishop, the podesti, and

the others who are with them. I trust in the Lord that He will humble their

hearts and they will make peace with each other and return to their earlier

friendship and love."

When they had all gathered in the piazza inside the cloister of the bishop's

residence, the two brothers rose and one of them said: "In his illness,

blessed Francis wrote the Praises of the Lord fot His creatures, for His praise

and the edification of his neighbor. He asks you, then, to listen to them

with great devotion." And so, they began to sing and recite to them. And

immJiately the podesth stood up and, folding his arms and hands with great

devotion, he listlned intently, even with tears, as if to the Gospel of the

Lord. For he had a great faith and devotion toward blessed Francis.

When the Praises of the Lord were ended, rhe podesti said to everyone: "I
tell you the truth, not only do I forgive the lord bishop, whom I must have

as my lord, but I would even forgive one who killed my brother or my son'"

And so he cast himself at the lord bishop's feet, telling him: " Look, I am

ready to make amends to you for everything, as it pleases you, for the love

of our LordJesus Christ and of his servant, blessed Francis."

Taking him by the hands, the bishop stood up and said to him: "Because of
my office humility is expected of me, but because I am naturally prone to

anger, you must lorgive me." And so, with great kindness and love they

embraced and kissed each other.'o

Mimor of Perfeaion l}l,2,it was the bishop who took the initiative.
tsFA:ED, II, 187-88. The Latin is: "Eodem tempore cum iaceret infirmus,
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The main question is to determine the weight that can and should
be given to this testimonyr pr€s€nt in the Assisi Compihtian and, repeated
essentially unchanged in the Mirror of Perfection. Great importance is usually
attributed to it, even though scholars of Italian literature hasten to explain
that the different times of composition do not compromise the Canticle's

predicatis Laudibus et iam compositis, episcopus civitatis Assisii, qui tunc erat,
excomunicavit potestatem fusisii, cum contra ipsum indignatus ille qui erat potestas
fecit fortiter et curiose preconizari per fusisii civitatem, ut nullus homo sibi venderet

lffit-:*o 
emeret aut cum ipso contractum faceret; er ira nimis oderant se ad

"Beatus Franciscus, dum esset ita infirmus, pietate motus est super eos (Lk
7:13), maxime quia nullus religiosus vel secularis de illorum pace et concordia se
intromittebat. Et ait sociis suis: 'Magna verecundia est nobis [FF vobis, but see MP
101,4] servis Dei, quod episcopus et potestas ita se ad invicem odiunt et nullus de
illorum pace et concordia se intromittit.' Et sic unum versum fecit in illis Laudibus
illa occasione, videlicet:

Laudato si, miu Segnore,

per quilli ke perdonano per lo ruo amore
e sustengu enfirmitate e tribulatione;
beati quilgli kel sosteranno en pace:

ka da te, Altissimo, siranno coronati.
"Postea vocavit unum dicens illi: 'Vade, et dic ex parte mea potestati, ut

ipse cum magnatibus civitatis et aliis, quos secum ducere potest, veniat ad
episcopatum.'

"Et illo eunte dixit aliis duobus sociis suis: 'Ite et coram episcopo et
potestate et aliis qui sunt cum ipsis cantate Cantum fratris Solis, et confido in
Domino (Ps 10:2) quod ipse humiliabit corda ipsorum et pacificabuntur ad invicem
et revertentur ad pristinam amicitiam et dilectionem.'

"Et congregatis omnibus in platea claustri episcopatus, surrexerunt illi duo
fratres et unus illorum dixit: 'Beatus Franciscus in sua infirmitate fecit Laudes
Domini de suis creaturis ad laudem eius et hedificationem proximi. Unde ipse rogat
vos, up ipsas audiatis cum magna devotione.' Et sic inceperunt cantare et dicere eis.
Et statim potestas surrexit et iunctis brachiis et manibus cum magna devotione quasi
Evangelium Domini, immo etiam cum lacrimis, intente audivit. Habebat enim
magnam fidem in beato Francisco.

"Finitis Laudibus Domini, dixit potestas coram omnibus: 'In veritate dico
vobis, quod non solum domino episcop-o quem pfo me-o-domino habere debeo, sed si
quis germanum meum aut filium interfecisset, sibi indulgerem.'Et ita proiecit se ad
pedes (Mt 15:30) domini episcopi dicens ad eum: "Ecce paratus sum per omnia
satisfacere vobis, sicut vobis placuerit amore Domini Iesu Christi et eius servi beati
Francisci.' Episcopus accipiens ipsum cum manibus surrexit et dixit ad eum: 'Ex
officio meo conveniret me esse humilem, sed quia ad iracundiam sum naturaliter
pronus, oportet quod michi indulgeas.' Et sic cum multa benignitate et dilectione
amplexati et obsculati sunt ad invicem" (AC 84, in FF 1599-1601; cf. 2MP l0l, in FF
201 3-l s).
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unity and coherence. We will have to return to this point, and so we do not
need to deal with the subject here. Instead we should ask how credible is the
reconstruction offered by the Assisi Cornpilation and the Mirror.

From their account it becomes clear that the quarrel benveen the
bishop, probably Guido II, and the podesth of fusisi, perhaps Oportolo di
Bernardo, must not have been a minor spat since it had reached the point of
excommunication by church authority, and since civil authority had taken
other grave measures.re But what evidence of such a serious episode is left in
the documents? What sources, besides the Assisi Cornpilation and the Mirror,
which is related to it, can shed light on the incident? The first surprise is
that no other testimonies are known, a situation that piqued the interest o[
Kajetan Esser, the greatest scholar of the Opusru.la of Saint Francis. Starting,
paradoxically, from the studies of Arnaldo Fortini, one of the most tireless
champions of the truthfulness of the Assisi Cornpilation and the Mirror of
Perfeaion, he ended .rp denying that the testimony is of any value: "In the
fusisi archives, which Fortini knew as no one else did, concrete supporting
evidence should have been found .... Indeed, it was Fortini's presentation
that shook -y faith in the accounts in the Mirror."'o Opposed to Esser's
opinion was-and still is-the opinion not only of Fortini, but of medieval
historians in general. While Fortini undoubtedly devoted himself with more
passion to study of the question, he was unable, as Esser noted, to produce
documentary evidence for his reconstruction. And yet his arguments are far
from unimportant. In 1223 there existed "a conflict between the Commune
of Perugia, ruled by the Pope, and its exiled nobles, who had a close alliance
with the Commune of Assisi."2rThe Franciscan sources speak of "a serious
misunderstanding berween the bishop and the podesti. of the city of Assisi,"
and so it is clear that this was not a personal disagreement but somethi.g
that involved the functions of the two protagonists.22 In 1225, as conflicts
benveen the Perugia factions were intensifuing, Assisi in the person of the
podesti Oportolo di Bernardo, was not only openly lining up against Perugia

reScholars debate whether in Assisi, at the time of Saint Francis, there was a

single bishop named Guido or whether there were two: the first being the one who
was moved at witnessing the saint's renunciation of all the goods of his father Pietro
Bernardone, the second being the protagonist of more than one quarrel, including
the one with the podesti.. This is the point of the studies in Nicolangelo D'Acunto, "Il
vescovo Guido oppure i vescovi Guido? Cronotassi episcopale assisana e fonti
francescane," Mdlanges de l'Ecoh frangaise de Roru.e. Moyen Age 108 (1996).

2oEsser, Gli Scritti di San Francesco d'r4sii,l60 n. 38.
2rArnaldo Fortini, Noaa aita di San Francesco,II, n.d. (but fusisi 1959,2"d

ed), 519; he speaks at length about this war on pages 210-14.
22Fortini, Noua aita di San Francescor II, 510.
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but was taking measures against its own recalcitrant citizens.2r ,,It was this
new conflict," concludes Fortini, "that was causing Francis distress, and to
setde it he wrote the new verse of the Canticle.,,2a

fu mentioned, Arnaldo Fortini's reconstruction is generally
accepted by historians, beginning with those like Raoul Manselli whosl
special interest was Franciscan history.25 At this point we must ask whether
the positions are really irreconcilable. On the one hand, we have the
political situation in the Umbrian cities, into which the account of the Assisi
Clrnpilation and the Mirror of Perfeaion frts smoorhly and coherently, even
though we have no absolutely decisive documents; but we also find it
extremely hard to admit that such an episode tvas made up by Francis,s
followers. On the other hand, we are faced with a text, the Cinticle, that
recent studies have shown to possess such structural unity-much more than
was thought-that the idea that it results from successive additions becomes
extremely problematic.26 These rwo groups can be reconciled only by

2rFortini, Noaa aita di San Francesco, II, 5 ll-lZ.
2aFortini, Noua aita di San Francesco,II, StZ.
2sRaoul Manselli, \os qui cunt, eo fuimus. Contributo alla quexiane francescana,

Rome: Istituto storico dei Cappuccini, 1980 (Bibliotheca Seraphico-Capuccina, 2B)',
263-64 [English- trlns. in GrEfriars Reuian, 14 (2000), Srpp.]; and- for a clear
sxmmary, again by Manselli San Fr&ncesco, Rome: Bulzoni, 198, (3'd ed.)., 315-16:
"The strongest objection, however, to the thesis that the 

"o*poiition 
was totally

unitary^stems from a fact that, in our judgment, cannot be ignored or underrated.
Francis's own companions, who tended him in his illness an-d looked after him in
gen-eral, !.r-ury that the Canticle of Brotber Sun at first was composed to end with the
praises-of th9 crearures.... But then, a quarrel between the biihop, still Guido, and
the podesti of the year, apparendy Oporiolo Bernardi, turned violint and threaiened
to become even worse. Worried over the risk of combat berween religious authority
and civil 

^agthgrjtf, 
Francis composed the section on peace. He then Srdered it sung

by.M9 glm" {ri.ars, who recounted the incident later,-both for the bishop and for thI
podexi. Moved deeply by the intervention of one whom they both deeply loved, they
reconciled. The last section Francis is said to have added when- the end was
imminent. 'fhe three-phase theory is consistent with his resignation to the will of
God which he had commented on often by the example of his life and in his writings.
To th1. whole quegtio-n of dating the composition ler us add that it in no way
contradicts the aesthetic unity of the Canticli, since it is is inherent in Francis's own
poetic- tension. In enlarging upon the first secrion, he developed and completed its
organic and inner inspiration" [trans. Paul Duggan].

26Giovanni Pozzi, in particular, devoted himself to it, with certain
fundamental observations that I will menrion in the next chapters. For now I will cite
just one-explicit passage worth considering: "ft is not e"ry io dismiss as mere pious
embellishments the statements made by historical sourcei that in other matters are
considered authoritative. But neither is it easy to split up a work so closely knit, one
whose t}emes can all be found in a single source. This is even more ro *h..r, as we
shall see, rhe Canticle has been organiZed according to rules of numerology,, (Sul
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admitting that the episode of the pardon did happen, but that in the
presence of the bishop, the podesth and others who had gathered, the
brothers sang the Canticle as it had been written by Saint Francis, perhaps
some time earlier, without any additions. In other words, the verse on
pardon must have been part of the original composition. Only later was it
associated with the story of the bishop and the podestd because of the effect
the Canticle-and that verse in particular-had on the two highest
authorities in Assisi.

Nothing seems able to contradict this reconstruction. If we re-read
the testimonies cited above, we see that the bishop and the podesti. were
unfamiliar with the whole Canticle, not iust part of it:

When they had all gathered in the piazza inside the cloister of the bishop's
residence, the two brothers rose and one of them said: "In his illness,

blessed Francis wrote the Praises of the Lord for His creatures, for His praise

and the edification of his neighbor. He asks you, then, to listen to them
with great devotion."

This second passage, especially, shows that the Praises of the Lord was a

completely new text for the listeners and that its composition was

announced on that occasion. It follows that, even if we stick to the Assisi

Coru.pilatioa, those present were hearing the Canticle for the first time. And so

it is easy enough to imagine that the emotion and reconciliation did not
come from a verse expressly added for that occasion, but from a work
containing a part that could seem to have been expressly written, and from
which Francis was rightly expecting the effect that actually took place.

An analysis of the other episode, the one concerning the verse on
death, provides additional support for this hypothesis.

Ffere again the opinion is widespread, at least among scholars of
Italian literarure, that Saint Francis added the part on death on the eve of his

own passing. And again the source lies in the Assisi Compihtion and in the

account in the Mirror of Perfeaioa closely linked to it. In fact the text of the
Compihtioa is not all that clear, as we can see if we do an unbiased reading of
the passage that describes Francis's reaction to the news of his impending
death. First we must cite the English translation:

Although racked with sickness, blessed Francis, praised God with great

fervor of spirit and joy of body and soul, and told him: "If I am to die soon,

t7

Cantico di frate Sole. Di granr.motica in preghiera
1985, 5 [Trans. Greffiars Reaica 4:l (1990) l-2

, Convento di Santa Maria, Bigorio
1l). I will add others elements in the

final chapter.
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call Brother Angelo and Brot}er Leo that they may sing to me about Sister
Death."

Those brothers came to him, and with many tears, sang the Canticle of
Brotber Sun and tle other creatures of the Lord, which the Saint himself
had composed in his illness for the praise of the Lord and the consolation
of his own soul and that of others. Before the last stanza he added one
about Sister Death:

"Praised be You, my Lord, rhrough our Sister Bodily Death
from whom no one living can escape.
Woe to those who die in mortal sin.

Blessed are those whom death will find in Your most holy will,
for the second death shall do them no harm."27

From this translation we get the rather distinct impression that,
shortly before his death, Francis "added" the verse about death in a Canticle
already composed. But the Latin text is not that clear, since it uses the same
tense, the perfect, both for the Canticle and for the part about death. The
brothers sang the part that Francis composed Wtitl and in which he put
lpo*rt) the verses about death. If the compiler had wanted to separate the
times of composition, he probably would have first used the pluperfect, then
the perfect. He would have written that the companions sang the Canticle
"quod,fecerar ['had composed'] ipse sancrus in infirmitate sua...lin q.ro cantu
ante versum ultimvm Poyait ['prrt'] versum de sorore morte." Instead, the
identity of verb tenses leads us to suspect that they reflect, for the author of
the Assisi Compilation, the fact that it was composed at the same time. So,
when Francis dictated the Praises during his illness, he also "put" in or
"added," if you prefer, the part about death.28

27FA:ED, II, 121. The Latin is: "Bearus Franciscus, licet infirmitatibus esset
plurimum pregravarus, cum magno fervore spiritus et letitia utriusque hominis
laudavit Dominum dixitque illi: 'Ergo si cito debeo mori, vocate michi fratrem
Angelum et fratrem Leonem, ut cantent michi de sorore morte.' Iverunt fratres illi
coram ipso et cum multis lacrimis cantaverunt Canticum fratris Solis et aliarum
creaturarum Domini, et quod fecit ipse sanctus in infirmitatite sua ad laudem
Domini et ad consolationem anime sue et aliorum, in quo cantu ante versum
ultimum posuit versum de sorore morte, videlicet: Laudato sie mio Segnore..." (AC
7, FA:ED, II, 169; in FF 1476-77).

28We can add, in further support of this interpretation, that the distinction
of tenses is maintained elsewhere by the lssisl Canpilation For orample, specifically
with regard to the Canicle, we read: "For, during his illness, blessed Francis had
composed some Praises of the Lord which he had his companions recite sometimes
for the praise of God, the consolation of his spirit, and also for the edification of his
neighbor" - "Nam beatus Franciscus in sua infirmitate fecerat quasdam Laudes
Domini, quas suos socios ad laudem Domini et pro consolatione anime sue ac etiam
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The idea of different times of composition, which can be deduced
from tlte Assisi Cornpilation only with great effort, wins out in the Mirror of
Perfection, at least in the longer version. It is likely that this second work,
always known to scholars of Saint Francis, guided the interpretation of the
Cuntpilatioa. Indeed we find in the Mirror a clear distinction of verb tenses

along with a very clear-even though probably not true-interpretation of
the facts, thanks to the "tunc...addidit" referring to the verses about death. I
am citing only the part that is of concern to us here:

When t}ese two brothers came to him, filled with grief and sorrow and

with many tears, they sang the Canticle of Brotber Sun and the other
creatures of the Lord, which the Saint himself had composed. And then,
before the last stanza he added some verses about Sister Death....2e

Such is the siruation with the sources. It reveals a gradual shift
toward the idea of composition in several stages, with the final addition of
the verse on death. "We can see here how the legend grows!" concluded
Kajetan Esser. For myself, I think we have to agree with that great scholar,

ad hedificationem proximi aliquando dicere fociebar" (AC 66, in FF 1566). And again:

"Blessed Francis, although hL was gravely ill, to comfort his soul and ward off
discouragement in his severe and serious infirmities, often asked his companions
during the day to sing rhe Praises of tbe Lord which he had composed a long time
befori in his iilness" - "Beatus Franciscus, licet esset infirmus valde, ad consolandum
tamen spiritum suum, ne deficeret aliquando ex magnis et diversis infirmitatibus,
sepe de die suos socios Laudes Domini cantare fociebat, quas ipsemet longg tempore
ante in sua infirmirate fecerar" (AC 99, in FF 1632-33). Still, it is undeniable that the
use of verb tenses in the Asisi Cornpilation is not always clear, for while it is true that
its account does not distinguish the composition of the Canticle from that of the verse
on death, it is also true fiat we would expect, in place of the rwo perfects fecit and
poruit, the pluperfectsfecerat and poflerat. But here we are not so much interested in
doing a stylistic analysis as in showing that this text does not seem to provide a solid
base-for those who support two different times of composition, at least for the verse

on death. The verse on pardon, as we said above is completely different; its addition
is stated as clearly as one could possibly wish.

2eFA:ED, lll,37l. The Latin is: "Cumque venissent illi duo fratres coram
ipso, pleni tristitia et dolore, cum multis lacrimis cantaverunt Canticum fratris solis
ei aliarum creaturarum Domini quod fecerat ipse sanctus. Et tunc ante ultimum
versum ipsius Cantici, addidit aliquos versus de sorore morte..." (2MP 123, in FF
20s0-s l).

The smaller version, the so-called Speculum Lemmens ot Speailum m'inus, is

faithful in chapter 10 to the account in the ,4ssisi Carupilation: "Ivenrnt fratres illi
coram ipso ei cum multis lacrimis cantaverunt cannlm fratris solis et aliarum
.r.rtor"i.rm Domini quem fecit ipse in infirmitate sua ad laudem Domini et
consolationem anime sue et aliorum; in quo cantu ante versum ultimum posuit

versum de sorore morte..." (FF 1760).
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even though there are contrary opinions.r0 We shall see that internal analysis

of the Canticle fully confirms the thesis that it was composed as a single unit.
But first we should take time to describe the circumstances in which the
Praises were written and discuss what were the sufferings afflicting Francis at
the moment of the "assurance."

roEsser, Gli Srini di San Francesco dAsii, 161 n. 40. The subject has

recently been taken up again, in order to support the three-phase c-omposition
theory, by the specialiit Giovanni Miccoli, "Gli scritti di Francesco d'fusisi," in
Franiesco d'Assisi e il prim,o secolo di storia franciscana, Turin: Einaudi, 1997, 35-69

[English trans. in Giffiars Reaiant l5:2 (2001) 135-70], 4-!5 and especially 52,
wheie the testimotty oi'th. Assii Compilation is accepted completely and interpreted,
for the verse on diath, in line with t}re Minor of Perfeuion ("The first part of the
Canticle of tbe Creatures was composed at San Damiano in April or May 1225. The
stanza 

"bout 
peace was added shordy after, and the one about 'our sister bodily

death'as his own death approached.').
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II

Circumstances of Composition
While the question of the times and the stages in which Francis

wrote the Canticle has been studied and debated for a long time, the picrure
is different with regard to the circumstances in which the Praises of tbe

Creatares originated. For a long time research on the saint's life was not only
hindered, but to some extent vitiated by the violent shift set in motion by
Saint Bonaventure of Bagnoregio during his generalate (1257-74), which
was characterized by a veritable refounding of the Franciscan Order. This
huge task had become necessary and could not be put off: sharp tensions
were manifesting themselves and posing a dramatic threat to its unity.
Feeding the different tendencies among the brothers were also-as is

natural-the different traditions about the founder and the real meaning of
his experience, and thus of his spiritual heritage. And so Saint Francis, who
wanted the prescriptions of the Rule observed to the letter, without
adaptation or commentary ("without gloss"), was being interpreted by his
followers in ways that were sometimes incompatible. In a situation so

confused and resistant to accomodation, Bonaventure's energetic activity
naturally affected the biographies as well. These were the accounts of
Francis's life that provided the basis and legitimacy for the different ways of
acting on the part of the brothers, who used them as proof of their
faithfulness to his original intentions.

This reorganization culminated-at least as far as our topic here is
concerned-in two events. The first was the publication of a new biography
of the saint, the Major Legend, written by Bonavenrure himself and approved
by the General Chapter of Pisa in 1263. The second was the order given by
the General Chapter of Paris in 1266, again under the impetus of the
general minister Bonavenrure, to destroy all previous lives and adopt the
Major Legend as the official text for knowledge of the life and teachings of
Saint Francis.rt Lucky for us, the order was not carried out as radically as its
supporters no doubt were hoping. Moreover, the Paris directive was

rescinded by the General Chapter of Padua in 1276. Some biographies were
saved, among them the two by Thomas of Celano, which are notable for
their size and importance. Not only that, certain traditions have also come

llA summary of these events is provided by Grado Giovanni Merlo, "Storia
di frate Francesco e dell'Ordine dei Minori," in Francesco d'Assisi e il prim'o secoh di
stoia francescana,Tnrin: Einaudi, 1997 ,3-32 [English trans. in Greyfriars Reaieu 15:t
(2001) l-331; for the destruction of the earlier legends and for the legend of Saint
Bonaventure, see especially 28-29.
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down to us, even though, according to what is now common opinion, in a

relatively late version from the early fourteenth century. This is the case
with the Assisi Compilation rnd the Mirror of Perfection, to mention the most
famous texts.i2

But despite these flaws, the work of Saint Bonaventure and the
Chapter of Paris had impressive effects, and not only in the area of
discipline. It bequeathed to later tradition the now standard image of
Francis as the aher Cbrist?ts, a picture that culminated in the experience of
the stigmata and would soon triumph definitively in Giotto. But it also
played down and practically did away with the conflicts, which there
certainly were, berween Francis and his companions, placing very little stress
on the patriarch's exhaustion and disappointments. But recently those
disappointments and that exhaustion have become of increasing interest to
scholars, who have sharpened their weapons in search of the Francis of
historyr to be found beneath the often reticent official hagiographies.B This,
as everyone knows, is the heart of the Franciscan Question, which does not
stand much chance of final resolution, at least not with our present
knowledge. The reason for this lies in the unbroken and tangled web of
interdependent sources that were written, not to reconstruct events in an
accurate and chronicleJike manner, but rather to state their significance.ra

l2I have used the rwo works in the first chapter of this study; the questions
about their composition are dealt with in the introductions in the Fontes Franciscani,
Edizione Porziuncola, fusisi 1995, by Enrico Menestb (pp. 1449-69) and Luigi
Pellegrini (pp. 1 829-47) respectively.

rrThe bibliography on this question is imposing. I will mention only the
study, a precursor yet still extremely important, by Gratien de Paris, Histoire de la

fondation et de l'iaolution de l'ordre des Frtres m.ineurs au XIII' iicle, Rome 1982
(Bibliotheca seraphico-capuccina,29), which reproduces, with adapted bibliography,
the 1928 edition; the volume by Stanislao da Campagnola, Le origini francescane csn e

problemn storiografico, Perugia: Universiti degli Studi, 1974 (Pubblicazioni degli
Istituti di storia della Facolti di lettere e filosofia); and the very detailed summary by
Roberto Lambertini and Andrea Tabarroni, Dopo Francesco: l'erediti d.fficile, Turin:
Edizioni Gruppo Abele, 1989.

laA very fine example of this procedure is illustrated, with clarity and a

magisterial knowledge of the sources and bibliography, by Giovanni Miccoli,
Francesco d',4ssii. Reahi. e m.etnoria di un'esperienza cristiann, Turin: Einaudi, 1991
(Einaudi Paperbacks,2lT) 148-89, in the chapter entitled "La'scoperta'del vangelo
come 'forma vitae' nelle biografie francescane: le aporie di una memoria storica in
difficolti." fu the tide itself suggests, this is about a fundamental episode not only in
the life of Francis, but in the birth of the community. It is the moment when the first
followers join the saint, after they have gotten direction from the Gospel for their
mission in the world and for their vow of poverty. But the sources tell the story in
different ways, one reason being to correct contradictory elements present in the
oldest account, Thomas of Celano's First Life. So we can read two basic versions, the
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The problems, very complicated for many details of the life of Saint Francis,
are somewhat less so for the history of the Cantich, although even here many
difficulties still remain.

We know from the sources that during the night he received the
"assurance," the night before he wrote the Praises of tbe Creatares, Francis
was tormented by sufferings. But the testimonies, as we would expect, are
not entirely clear, at least at first glance, as to just what those sufferings
were. Indeed we can even detect a certain reticence.

The oldest text to speak of the circumstances in which the Canticle
was written is Thomas of Celano's Second Lift, written in obedience to the
General Chapter of l2*4. In number 213 it speaks of Francis's grear
suffering during the night of the "assurance," at the end of which he must
have given voice to the Praises, but it is described in very general terms:
"One night, when he was more worn out than usual because of various
serious discomforts from his illnesses, he began to feel sorry for himself in
the depths of his heart."rs Likewise, litde light is shed at the end of the

lrst going back to Celano, the second to the Anaryrrnous of Perugia. According to the
first tradition, Francis himself was struck by the reading, at San Damiano, of a
passage from the Gospel and asked the priest to clari$, those things he did not
understand. But according to the other tradition, two of Francis's fellow cirizens,
Bernardo and Pietro, decided to join the saint and asked him what they should do
with their goods. So they opened the Gospel at random three rimes, and three times
they came upon passages in which Jesus indicates the way of complete poverqz for
those who want to follow him. Although these are the two versions of the episode,
each Franciscan source recounts the event with characteristic details of great
importance, often refusing to make a choice and content to present, at different
moments, the two traditions. This is the procedure followed, for example, by
Thomas of Celano in the Second Life and by Saint Bonaventure in the Major Legend.
But our concern here is to highlight the process to which the different accounts are
subjected. Bonaventure, who depends for his San Damiano account on Thomas of
Celano's First Life, with supplementary material taken from Julian of Speyer, adds
the note that the Mass at which Francis was present was that of the Aposdes, a not
insignificant detail that does not appear in any of the Major Legend's sources. It is
impossible here to go over Miccoli's entire proof, but we should cite one of his
comments, which explains concisely and clearly the procedure followed by these
authors: "Saint Bonaventure's desire to stress the close harmony between Francis's
choice and the letter and spirit of the mission of the Apostles is reason enough to
explain why he thought he had to place Francis's choice of his definitive vocation
during the Mass of the Aposdes" (Froncesco d'Assisi, 151). He reaches similar
conclusions in his analysis of the other narratives. His aim, as we said, was different
from that of modern historians: he was not trying to do a minute reconstruction of
the facts, but to get at the truth of a message the autlor wished to convey.

]5FA:ED, II, 384. The Latin is: "Nam nocte quadam, cum propter
infirmitatum suarum graves et diversas molestias plus solito lassaretur, coepit de
intimo cordis compati sibi" (FF 627-28).
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previous number (212), where the meaning of the trial is affirmed in view of
the eternal reward: "But I believe the principal reason for his sufferings was,
as he affirmed about others, that in bearing them there is great reward."r6

The description in the Assisi Compilatioa definitely contains more
details and is also much more interesting for the vocabulary used. First of
all, the Compilation places the event at San Damiano, in a cell that was
isolated but attached to the monastery where Saint Clare and her
companions lived, called the "cell of mats." Because of the pain in his eyes,

Francis "was unable to bear the light of the sun during the day or the light
of a fire at night," and so "he stayed in the dark in the house, inside that
little cell," made of mats.ri But it is even more important to remember that,
added to the sufferings caused by his illnesses, was the plague of mice. There
was a constant racket, a hellish torment that drove Francis almost to despair:

Sometimes he did want to rest and sleep, but there were many mice in the
house and in the litde cell where he was lyrng, which was made of mats in
one part of the house. They were running around him, and even over him,
and would not let him sleep. They even disturbed him greatly at the time of
prayer. They bothered him not only at night, but also during the day, even
climbing up on his table when he was eating, so much so that his
companions, and he himself, considered it a temptation of the devil, which
it was.38

]6FA:ED, II, 384. The Latin is: "Potissimam vero tormentorum suorum
existimo rationem, quia, ut ipse asserebat de aliis, in sustenendis illis reuibutio multa
(Ps l8:12)" (FF 627).

lT"Cumque iaceret ibi beatus Franciscus usque ad quinquaginta dies et plus,
non poruit lumen diei videre de die nec de nocte lumen ignis, sed semper in domo et
in cellula ibi manebat in obscuro; insuper et magnos dolores in oculis die noctuque
habebat, ita quod de nocte quiescere et dormire fere non poterat: quod erat valde
contrarium et magnum gravamen infirmitati oculorum et aliis eius infirmitatibus"
(AC 83,8-9, FA:ED II, 185; in FF 1595-96). And a litde earlier: "... duobus annis
ante obitum suum, cum iam esset valde infirmus et specialiter de infirmitate
oculorum, et moraretur in quadam cellula facta de storiis apud Sanctum
Damianum..." (AC 83, 5, FA:ED,II, 184; in FFl595).

At one time there were long arguments about where the "assurance" took
place, but now t}e testimony seems to be accepted by all.

lsFA:ED, II, 185. The Latin is: "Immo etiam si aliquando vellet quiescere
et dormire, tot mures erant in domo et in cellula ubi iacebat, que erat facta de storiis
ex una parte illius domus, euntes et discurrentes supra ipsum et in circuitu eius, quod
non sinebant ipsum dormire. Immo tempore orationis valde impediebant ipsum; et
non solum de nocte, sed etiam de die nimis tribulabant ipsum, ita ut, etiam quando
comederet, ascenderent super mensam eius ita ut socii eius et ipsemet considerarent
quod esset temptatio diabolica, sicut et fuit" (FF 1596).
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The dramatic conclusion, with the recognition that the torture
caused by the mice was a diabolical temptation, comes unexpectedly if we
confine ourselves to the translation, but it is not unexpected if we rely on the
original Latin. The expression "nimis tribulabant ipsum" contains the verb
tribulare, which perhaps is not simply a generic verb. It can mean, also in the
Assisi Compilation, not just any kind of torrnent but one that comes from a

temptation of the devil. On this subject there is a page that sheds light, for
which I am giving the Latin text-contrary to usual practice and for obvious
reasons (AC 55, in FF 1530-3 1):

Quidam frater spiritualis homo et antiquus in religione et familiaris beato
Francisco fuit. Accidit autem, ut in quodam tempore per multos dies passus

esset gravissimas et crudelissimas diaboli ruggestiones, ita quod quasi in
profundum desperationis illa occasione inducebatur, et etiam in tantum
cotidie stimulabatur quod verecundabatur toties confiteri. Et ex hoc nimis
se affligebat abstinentia, vigiliis, Iacrimis et disciplinis.

Cumque cotidie ut per tot dies esset tribula.tus, ecce divina dispensatione
venit ad locum beatus Franciscus. Et cum quadam die non multum longe ab
illo loco ambularet beatus Franciscus cum quodam fratre et cum illo, qui
erat ita tribulatus, beatus Franciscus subtraxit se parum ab illo fratre et
iunxit se illi fratri, qui erat ita tnnptatus, et dixit ei: "Carissime frater, volo et
dico ut amodo non tenearis illas suggestiones et immissiones diaboli aliqui
confiteri, et noli timere, quia nichil nocuerunt anime tue, sed de mea
licentia dicas VII. Pater noster, quotiens hiisdem suggestionibus fueris
tribulatus."

Et gavisus est ille frater de verbo quod dixit ei....3e

reFA:ED, II, l5l. "There was a certain brother, a spiritual man, an elder in
religion, and was close to blessed Francis. It happened one time that for many days

he suffered the most severe and cruel suggestions of the devil, so that he was almost
cast into the depths of despair. And even though he was tornented daily, he was

ashamed to confess it every time. And, because of this, he afflicted himself with
fasting, with vigils, with tears, and with beatings.

"While he was being tormented daily for many days, blessed Francis came

to that place by divine guidance. And when, blessed Francis was walking one day not
too far from that place with one brother and with the brother who was so tormented,
he left the other brother behind and walked with the one who was being tempted.
He said to him: 'My dearest brother, I wish and tell you that from now on you are

not bound to confess these suggestions and intrusions of the devil to anyone. Don't
be afraid, because they have not harmed your soul. But, I give you my permission just
to say seven Our Fathers as often as you are troubled by these suggestions.'

"That brother was overjoyed at what he said to him...."
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The episode is also found in Thomas of Celano's Second Life, 124,
where the same terrn tribuhtio appears as a synonym for diabolical temptatil,
made even more explicit by the allusion to a passage in Saint Paul. Thomas
writes, "rnagna camis tribalatione afflictus" ["afflicted with a great tribulation
of the flesh], having in mind the passage in the First Lener tu tbe Corintbians
7:28, "Si autem acceperis lu(orem: non peccasti. Et si nupserit virgo, non
peccavit: tribulatione?n tan en camis habebunt huiusmodi" ["But if you take a
wife, you have not sinned. And if a virgin marry, she has not sinned:
nevertheless such shall have tribulation of the flesh"]. s

So, even if the word does not have this particular meaning
elsewhere in the Cornpilation-for example in chapter 85, where it is used to
indicate the participation of the Poor Clares in the saint's sufferings-here
we may suspect that the author wanted to state with all the resources at his
disposal, explicit and implicit, that the mice had been sent by the devil to
tempt Francis. The situation was presented not only as so painful, but also as

so important, that the Mirror of Perfeaion even mentions it in the title of the
respective chapter: "The Temptation Inflicted on Him by Mice and How
the Lord Comforted Him, fusuring Him of His Kingdom."al

Granted that we are really dealing with temptation, it is a question
of understanding what is being referred to by these terms, which are explicit
enough, yet veiled. For we are led to understand that there was 

^temptation, but we are not told what it was. Nevertheless the extraordinary
nature of the reward after the victory-the "assu121ss"-leads us to believe
that the temptation must have been just as extraordinary.

Today, after many srudies and after painstaking research has pieced
together and discussed all the bits that have come down to us of what must
have been a, very rich mosaic, we are certain the night of the "assurance"
occured at the end of the "great temptation." Not all the details about this
very difficult period in Francis's life are known, but the physical sufferings
caused by his illnesses were definitely not the primary feature. Rather it was

the spiritual and psychological sufferings caused by an increasingly difficult
relationship with many of his brothers-in short, with the community
itself.a2

{We might add that in the last passage from the Assisi Campilation, "fueris
tribulatus" is a citation of Psalm 106:6.

4l"De tentatione quam habuit per mures de qua consolatus est eum
Dominus et tunc certificavit eum de regno suo" (2MP 100, in FF 2010).

a2This is one of the topics most studied in recent decades. A clear and vivid
summary is offered by Grado Giovanni Merlo, "Storia di frate Francesco e
dell'Ordine dei Minori," irr Francesco d'.4ssisi e il prim.o secola di storia francescana,
Turin: Einaudi, 1997, 3-32 (especially l2-I4, in a section entided "La 'grande
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The problems had begun with the growth itself, so unexpected and
turbulent, of the band of followers. Gone were the days of the first
companions, of Bernard, Giles, Sylvester and Pacifico "The Kirg of Verses,"
of Brother Leo for whom total adherence to the Gospel was the only rule,
applied rather than codified, and above all lived in intimate contact with
Francis and his infectious example. Only a few years after the saint's
conversion the difficulties had already made themselves felt, and the long
absence caused by his mission in the Holy Land (1219-1220) had
accentuated them. This led to two events fundamental for the history of the
movement. The first was Francis's voluntary withdrawal in 1220 from the
government of the Order he had founded; the second was the creation of a

written Rule in 1221. This Rule did not yet have solemn papal approval,
only the verbal endorsement of Innocent III, and so it is known as the Regula
non ballata. But it marked a turning point in the communiry's history.ar For
the first time Francis found himself obliged to give a written and
prescriptive form to a way of life. The situation in the Order required it, but
it was forever a step that radically changed the original inspiration. Until the
very end the saint tried to make his idea of its mission and obligations heard
and bring the fraternity back to the evangelical fulness of the first years. He
rerurned to this point with passionate insistence in his Testaruent, which
today is assigned by virtually everyone to the last period of his life.

I \ rill cite nro passages from the Testarnent. The first concerns the
ideal of absolute poverty and total detachment from any privileges,
ecclesiastical included. The second concerns the precept, stressed again in
this final text, not to change any part of the Rule or comment on it, but to
observe it in its entirety.

Francis writes:

I stricdy command all the brothers through obedience, wherever they may

be, not to dare to ask any letter from the Roman Curia, either personally or
through an intermediary, whether for a church or another place or under
the pretext of preaching or the persecution of their bodies. But, wherever

tentazione' di Francesco e il suo superamento nelle stimmate" [English trans. in
Greyfiars Reaint 15:1 (2001) l-33]; see also the volume, by the same auther,Intomo
a Frate Fraruesco. Quattro studi, Milan: Edizioni Biblioteca Francescana, 1993
(Presenza di san Francesco, 39), especially 131-56.

allt was not a rule but a life proposal that had been presented to Pope
Innocent III in 1209-10 and approved by him orally (Giovanni Miccoli, "La storia
religiosa," in Storia d'halia, ed. Ruggiero Romano and Corrado Vivanti, II, Dalla
caduta dell'Impero romnno al secolo XVIil, Turin: Einaudi, 1974, 431-1079: 740-+3).
There finally came, in 1223, the Reguk bullata, approved by Honorius III.
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they have not been received, let them flee into another country to do
penance with the blessing of God.#

A little further on, just before his final and definitive blessing, he
adds:

And the brothers may not say: "This is another ruIe." Because this is a

remembrance, admonition, exhortation, and my testament, which I, litde
brother Francis, make for you, my blessed brothers, that we might observe
the Rule we have promised in a more Catholic way.

And let the general minister and all the other ministers and custodians be
bound through obedience not to add to or take away from these words.
And let them always have this writing with them together with the Rule.
And in all the chapters which they hold, when they read the Rule, let them
also read these words. And I stricdy command all my cleric and lay
brothers, through obedience, not to place any gloss upon the Rule or upon
these words saying: "They should be understood in this way." But as the
Lord has glven me to speak and write the Rule and these words simply and
purely, may you understand them simply and without gloss and observe
them with a holy activity until the end.a5

With the Testan ent we are looking at his last attempt to bind the
Order to his original inspiration, which he had tried to formulate in the
Earlier Rule, and then-in more juridic form-in the Later Rale. Francis's
insistence on the importance of the Rule is not surprising. He himself had
sensed an attitude of impatience and almost intolerance in many brothers,

#FA:ED, I,126. The Latin is: "Praecipio firmiter per obedientiam fratribus
universis, quod ubicumque sunt, non audeant petere aliquam litteram in curia
Romana, per se neque per interpositam personam, neque pro ecclesia neque pro alio
loco neque sub specie praedicationis neque pro persecutione suorum corporum; sed
ubicumque non fuerint recepti, fugiant in aliam (Mt 10:23) terram ad faciendam
poenitentiam cum benedictione Dei" (Test 25-26, in FF 230).

45FA:ED, I, t27. The Latin is: "Er non dicant fratres: Haec est alia regula,
quia haec est recordatio, admonitio, exhortatio et meum testamentum, quod ego
frater Franciscus parvulus facio vobis fratribus meis benedictis propter hoc, ut
regulam, quam Domino promisimus, melius catholice observemus. Et generalis
minister et omnes alii ministri et custodes per obedientiam teneantur, in istis verbis
non addere vel minuere (Dt 4:2; 12:32). Et semper hoc scriptum habeant secum iuxta
regulam. Et in omnibus capitulis quae faciunt, quando legunt regulam, legant et ista
verba. Et omnibus fratribus meis clericis et laicis praecipio firmiter per obedientiam,
ut non mittant glossas in regula neque in istis verbis dicendo: Ita volunt intelligi. Sed
sicut dedit mihi Dominus simpliciter et pure dicere et scribere regulam et ista verba,
ita simpliciter et sine glossa intelligatis et cum sancta operatione observetis usque in
finem" (Test 34-39, in FF 231).
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and he had been explicitly pressured on the matter, even before the Earlier
Rule wrc written. A chapter from the ,4ssisi Cornpilatioa is essential in this
regard, for it shows clearly just how serious was the batde Francis had to
face:

When blessed Francis was on a mountain with Brother Leo of fusisi and
Brother Bonizo of Bologna to make the Rule,- because the first, which he
had written at Christ's instruction, was lost - a great many ministers
gathered around Brother Elias, who was the vicar of blessed Francis. "We
heard that Brother Francis is making a new Rule," they told him, "and we
fear that he will make it so harsh that we will not be able to observe it. We
want you to go to him and tell him that we refuse to be bound to that Rule.
Let him make it for himself and not for us."

Brother Elias replied to them that he did not want to go because he feared
the rebuke of Brother Francis. When they insisted that he go, he said that
he refused to go without them; so they all went.

When Brother Elias, with those ministers, was near the place where blessed
Francis was stafng, he called him. Blessed Francis responded and, seeing
those ministers, he said: "What do these brothers want?" "These are
ministers," Brother Elias answered, "who heard that you are making a new
Rule. They fear that you are making it very harsh, and they say, and say
publicly, that they refuse to be bound by it. Make it for yourself and not for
them."

Then blessed Francis turned his face to heaven and spoke to Christ in this
way:" Lord! Didn't I tell you they wouldn't believe you?" The voice of
Christ was then heard in the air, saying "Francis, nothing of yours is in the
Rule: whatever is there is all mine. And I want the Rule observed in this
way: to the letter, to the letter, to the letter, and without a gloss, without a

gloss, without a gloss." And He added: "I know how much human weakness
is capable of, and how much I want to help them. Those who refuse to
observe it should leave the Order." Then blessed Francis turned to the
brothers and said: "Did you hear? Did you hear? Do you want me to have

you told again?" Then the ministers, confused and blaming themselves,
departed.tr

ftFA:ED,II, 131-32. The Latin is: "Cum beatus Franciscus esset in quodam
monte cum fratre Leone di Assisio et fratre Bonizo de Bononia ad faciendum
Regulam-quia prima erat deperdita, quam Christo docente scribi fecit-congregati
ministri quamplures ad fratrem Heliamr Qui erat vicarius beati Francisci, dixerunt
sibi: 'Audivimus quod iste frater Franciscus facit unam novam Regulam; timemus, ne
faciat ita asperam, quod non possimus eam servare. Volumus quod vadas ad eum et
dicas ei, quod nos nolumus esse obligati ad illam Regulam; faciat pro se et non faciat
pro nobis.'
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The edifring details cannot obscure the essential point of the
episode. It is confirmed by a similar event, found immediately after in the
Assisi Cornpilation and perhaps related to the Chapter of Pentecost of 1222.47

I will cite this passage as well, for it helps us understand the difficulties
Francis had to face when trying to reconcile leadership of an Order, by now
almost unmanageable because it had spread so far, with the principles of
gospel simplicity that had guided its life for more than ten years. But the text
also serves to emphasize the great difference the saint felt, and intended to
maintain, with respect to other Orders, especially concerning relations with
the academic world:

When blessed Francis was at the general chapter called the Chapter of
Mats, held at Saint M^ry of the Portiuncula, there were five thousand
brothers present. Many wise and learned brothers told the Lord Cardinal,
who later became Pope Gregory, who was present at the chapter, that he
should persuade blessed Francis to follow the advice of those same wise
brothers and allow himself to be guided by them for the time being. They
cited the Rule of blessed Benedict, blessed Augustine, and blessed Bernard,
which teach how to live in such order in such 

^w^y.
Then blessed Francis, on hearing the cardinal's advice about this, took him
by the hand and led him to the brothers assembled in chapter, and spoke to
the brothers in this way: "My brothers! My brothers! God has called me by
the way of simpliciry, and showed me the way of simplicity. I do not want

"Quibus frater Helias respondit, quod nolebat ire, timens reprehensionem
fratris Francisci. Tunc illis instantibus quod iret, dixit se nolle ire sine ipsis. Et tunc
omnes iverunt. Et cum esset frater Helias cum dictis ministris prope locum ubi stabat
beatus Francis, vocavit eum; quo respondente et vidente ministros predictos, dixit
beatus Franciscus: 'Quid volunt isti fratres?' Et frater Helias respondit: 'Isti sunt
minisui, qui audientes quod tu facis novam Regulam, et timentes quod facias nimis
asperam, dicunt et protestanrur quod nolunt ad eam esse obligati. Facias pro te, et
non pro eis.'

"Tunc beatus Franciscus vertit faciem suam versus celum et loquebatur sic
Christo: 'Domine, nonne bene dixi, quod non crederent tibi?'Tunc audita est vox in
aEre Christi respondentis: 'Francisce, nichil est in Regula de tuo, sed totum est
meum quicquid est ibi. Et volo quod Regula sic observetur ad litteram, ad lifteram,
ad litteram, et sine glossa, et sine glossa, et sine glossa.' Et addidit: 'F'go scio
quantum potest humina infirmitas, et quantum volo eos iuvare. Qui nolunt eam

slruare, eieant de Ordine.' Tunc beanrs Franciscus vertit se ad fratres illos et dixit
eis: 'Audistis? audistis? vultis quod iterum faciam vobis dici?' Tunc ministri illi
confusi et se inculpantes recesserunt" (AC 17, in FF 1495-96).

The account is also found in 2MP l.
aTOn the much-debated question of the date of the Chapter of Mats, see

Rosalind B. Brooke, Eorb Franciscan Goaentrnent. Elias to Bonauentura, Ctmbridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1959, 286-91.
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you to mention to me any Rule, whether of Saint Augustine, or of Saint
Bernard, or of Saint Benedict. And the Lord told me what He wanted: He
wanted me to be a new fool in the world. God did not wish to lead us by
any way ot}er than this knowledge, but God will confound you by your
knowledge and wisdom. But I trust in the Lord's police that through them
He will punish you, and you will return to your state, to your blame, like it
or not."

The cardinal was shocked, and said nothing, and all the brothers were
afraid.as

The episode gives lie-should that be necessary-to the sweet and
stereotyped image of Francis, which long uadition has spread and made so
popular that it is hard to eradicate.ae Returning to the "great temptation," we
want to stress here how the saint's anger at his brothers-and perhaps also a
bit at Cardinal Hugolino of Ostia-goes hand in hand with his
"institutional" withdrawal marked by his resignation as head of the Order.so

48FA:ED, II, t32-33. The Latin is: "Dum beatus Franciscus esset in
capitulo generali apud Sanctam Mariam de Portiuncula, quod dictum est capitulum
sestoriorum et fuerunt ibi quinque milia fratres, quamplures fratres sapientes et in
scientia docti, ad dominum Cardinalem, qui fuit postea papa Gregorius, qui presens
in capitulo erat, dixerunt quod suaderet beato Francisco, quod sequererur consilia
dictorum fratrum sapientium et permitteret se interdum duci ab eis, allegantes
Regulam beati Benedicti, beati Augustini et beati Bernardi, qui docent sic et sic
ordinate vivere.

"Tunc beatus Franciscus, audita monitione cardinalis super hoc, cepit eum
per manum et duxit eum ad fratres congregatos in capitulo et locutus est sic fratribus:
'Fratres mei, fratres mei, Deus vocavit me per viam humilitatis et ostendit michi viam
simplicitatis: nolo quod nominetis michi Regulam aliquam, neque sancti Augustini,
nec sancti Bernardi, nec sancti Benedicti. Et dixit Dominus michi, quod volebat,
quod ego essem unus novellus pazzus in mundo; et noluit nos ducere Deus per aliam
viam, quam per istam scientiam; sed per vestram scientiam et sapientiam Deus vos

confundet. Sed confido ego in castaldis Domini, quod per ipsos vos puniet, et adhuc
redibitis ad vestrum statum, ad vestrum vituperium; velitis, nolitis.'

"Tunc cardinalis obstupuit et nichil respondit, et fratres omnes timuerunt"
(AC 18, in FF 1497-98).

The same account can be read in 2IdP 68, and it is also recorded elsewhere.
For questions associated with this episode, see the chapter "La proposta cristiana di
Franiesco d'Assisi," in Miccoli, Francesco d'r4sii, 33-97, especially 74-80 [English
trans. in Greyfriars Reaieu 3:2 (1989) 128-711.

aePenetrating pages have been devoted to the revolt at the Chapter of
Mats-which for the moment came to nothing-by Th. Desbonnets, 'FranEois
contest6," Eaangih aujourd'bui 108 (December 1980), 46-52.

50C. Schmitt, "I vicari dell'ordine francescano da Pietro Cattani e frate
Elia," in Francesco d',*sii e francesaneimo dal 1216 al 1226. Ani del fV convegno
internazionale, fusisi: Societi internazionale di studi francescani, 1977,235-63.
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But in the events that follow, even though the details are by no means clear,
the saint draws even closer to the model of Christ. His imitation is marked
by that mysterious episode of the imprinting of the stigmata prior to the
night of the "assurance," an episode recently hit by the storm unleashed by
Chiara Frugoni.tr But it is also marked by increasing isolation, in which
Francis consummates (as it has been so well described) "the decisive and

supreme sacrifice of his will, by accepting and perhaps sharing in the terrible
sufferings of Christ through his personal 'passion."'52

The sacrifice of his own will entailed an even more radical
surrender to God's will. And the result of this new and extremely painful
growth process may have been the crisis during the night in the cell of mats
at San Damiano, with the "tribulation" of the mice, concluded and crowned
with the assurance of an eternal reward. But it is unlikely that the inner
peace that followed and was expressed in the Cantick of Brotber Sun could
have ended in a deeper relationship only with inanimate creatures. From this
standpoint as well, the verse on pardon seems to assume much greater
importance if-at least for now and in light of further study-it is related to
Christ's pardon on the cross: "Father, forgive them, they know not what
they do" Q-k23:34). Francis's sacrifice of his own will must necessarily have

ended not only in acceptance of the Father's will, which was complete and

was rewarded with the "assurance," but also in the lack of understanding on
the part of a growing number of brothers. The struggle was followed by
resignation and pardon, although with a plea, repeated until the end and still
dramatically clear in the Testan ent, not to distort the mission God had
entrusted to him and for which he, Francis, had accepted his first followers.

Regarding the anguish Saint Francis felt in his last years, Chiara
Frugoni has spoken of distress over a sense of "failure."5r Perhaps the

5lChiara Frugoni, Franceso e l'inuenzione delle stintmate. Una storia per parole e
immaginif.no a Bonaaentura e Giotto, Turin: Einaudi, 1993 (Saggi,780). I make no
claim to inter into the debate that this concise and fundamental work has already
begun to stir up, and will stir up even more in the future. I note only that the autlor,
thiough close scrutiny of the written and iconographic sources, shows that the
miracle of the stigmata was announced only later by Brother Elias, after Francis's
death, that it raised many doubts among its very supporters-Cardinal Hugolino, for
example, who became Pope Gregory IX, does not mention it in the bull of
canonization-and that it was interpreted and made known by Saint Bonaventure,
and later supported by Gioao's extraordinary depiction. In short, it is a new
chapter-or a new way of reading an old chapter-in the Franciscan Question. Flere,
too, the sources make it increasingly less clear what happened, since their concern is

not to describe the events but to interpret them.
s2Merlo, "Storia di frate Francesco e dell'Ordine dei Minori," 13.
s 3 France sco e l' ina enzione de lle stimm.ate, 4.
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composition of the Cantick must also be associated with a similar
atmosphere, since its chronolory is sti[ uncertain. In any case, it must be
siruated after the worst had passed. He was watching that which he had put
together, that to which he had devoted all his physical and spiritual energy,
come unravelled. But here also l^y the nucleus, dark yet victoriously
overcome, of the "great temptation." If God had led him along a difficult
path, one no one had tried for a long time, it was natural and human to
interpret any straying from that path as rebellion against Providence. And
the criticisms, which had become more frequent of late, were precisely along
those lines. The sublime heroism of Francis during the night of mice and
almost unbearable sufferings was that he did not give in, but instead saw
those difficulties as the ultimate test he was undergoing in view of the
reward. All that was expressed in a new, even more difficult harmony,
recognizing that God's plan was not as he had understood it. The only way
for him, Brother Francis, was to abandon himself, painfully yet trustingly, to
a will he did not understand but accepted-a will that even anticipated the
estrangement of many followers and the need to pardon them.

I will come back to these topics, with other more general
suggestions for interpreting the Canticle, in the last chapter. For now we will
have to be content to add that, if the Praises of the Creatures ends for ever the
"great temptation," the Assisi Cornpilation rnd the Mirror of Perfection, by
attributing the verse on pardon to the successful attempt to settle a major
dispute between the bishop and the podesth of Assisi, shift the focus of the
event completely and change its meaning. From the implicit condemnation
of an increasingly difficult relationship with his own Order and from its
sublimation in pardon and trust in God, it becomes an act of peacemaking-
loving but much less dramatic-benreen persons to whom Francis was
certainly bound, but by ties much less close and less problematic than those
he felt for his brothers.

We know that the saint was spared from new disappointments by
death. Less than flour years after his passing, on September 28, 1230, Pope
Gregory IX-who had been very close to Francis when he was still Cardinal
Hugolino-promulgated the letter Quo elongati, in which he stated that the
Testament did not have the force of law. In 1246, Pope Innocent fV, with the
bull Ordinern uestrun, gready mitigated the precept of povertlz, the
cornerstone of Francis's edifice. He permitted the use of money to avoid
inconvenience, and he assigned to the Holy See ownership of those goods
which the brothers were not allowed to possess according to the Rule, but
which in this way they were allowed to use.5a

saA summary of these questions, with abundant references to other studies,
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The new course of events, before Saint Bonaventure took control of
a confused situation with a firm hand, did not spare Saint Clare and her
community. The story of the Poor Clares after Francis's death has recently
been retold in exemplary fashion, and we need only refer to the relevant
pages.55 I will cite just one passage, which by itself shows how far the

brothers now were, not only from the experience of Clare, but also from
that of Francis himself and his first companions. These are some of the

reflections that follow the account of her death:

Clare's isolation in defending the memory of Francis can also be seen in the

events surrounding her death. At her side, along with her sisters, were

Francis's remaining companions not the general minister's representatives

or brothers who held high offices in the Order. Even her canonization was

sponsored, not by the Franciscan Order but by Innocent fV, and after him
Alexander fV, who solemnly proclaimed Clare a saint in the summer of
1255. The Friars Minor kept their distance from this troublesome woman

even after her canonization. It was only in 1260 that the general chapter,

with Bonaventure presiding, decreed that her feast should be added to
those of the Order and celebrated with solemnity.56

It was a situation that had been going on for a long time, one that
Francis had already experienced. The Canticle of Brotber Szz should in all

probability be placed in such a context, if we want to understand it not iust
,r ,n example of religious poetry, but for what it is on a deeper level. It is
peace regained after the "great temptation"l it is renewed communion, in
God, with all creatures; it is the sign of adherence to God's will, total at last,

but won through painful sufferings. And it implicitly pardons those who had

caused him such difficult trials, even without intending to' as he now awaits

death.

Viewed this way, the Canticle is seen to be a complicated text, since

it is the summary of an entire and extremely deep experience. So now, after

this necessary introduction, it is time to turn our attention to it.

is found in Merlo, "storia di frate Francesco e dell'ordine dei Minori," especially in
section 7 ("Le metamorfosi del francescanesimo) and section 8 ("L'
'sacerdotal izzazione' dell'Ordin e"), 17 -27 .

s5Maria Pia Alberzoni, "Chiara di fusisi e il francescanesimo femminile," in
Francesco d'Assii e il primo secolo di storiafrancescana, Turin: Einaudi, 1997,203-35

[English trans. Greyfriars Rnirut 17 (2003)' 5-]81.
s6Alberzoni, "Chiara di fusisi e il francescanesimo femminile," 228'
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Part Two

The Structure of The Canticle

UI

Rhetoric in the Service of Poetry and Praise

In the previous chapter we stressed the dramatic situation that
ended and was resolved by the Canticle.In the final chapter we will try to
justify a new interpretation, namely that while the Praises preserve a vivid
memory of the circumstances of their composition-for example the verse

on pardon, in which the memory of the difEculties with the brothers is

certainly still present-they also document the harmony Saint Francis re-
established with himself and creation through the radical acceptance of
God's will, and his gratitude because his prayers had been heard.

This and the episodes mentioned in the previous pages should be

enough to warn us against the image, widespread among mar{r of a "weepy"
Saint Francis-to borrow a term Giovanni Miccoli once used to denounce
the phenomenon.sT Francis was certainly never weeplr, despite much popular
hagiography, and his robust spirit also emerges very clearly from the
strucrure of the Praises of tbe Creatures.

However, one introductory remark is necessary. Not only do we
not have the autograph of the Canticle; we do not even know if there ever
was an autograph. We do not know whether Francis "wrote" at some point
in his life, or if he just dictated, or if the transmission was at first exclusively
by word of mouth. The sources seem to lean toward the third h1pothesis.ss

Let us read once again the passage in the Assisi Compilation:

"Therefore for His praise, for our consolation and for the edification of our
neighbor, I want to write a new Praise of the Lord for His creatures, which
we use every day, and without which we cannot live. Through them the
human race gready offends t}e Creator, and every day we are ungrateful

sTGiovanni Miccoli, "La storia religiosa," in Storia d'Italia, II, Turin:
Einaudi, 1974,734-85: 742. Avery useful study for an overall view of the movements
and currents.

58The different modes of transmission-Francis tried them all-are listed
and discussed by Giovanni Pozzi, "Dittico per s. Francesco r" Wrsants I (Autumn
l98l), 9:26, on p. 18 (where he leans decisively toward oral transmission: "...the
Canticle originated in oral form, almost extempore") and on p. 26, n.25.
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for such great graces, because we do not praise, as we should, our Creator
and the Giver of all good."

Sitting down, he began to meditate and t}ren said: "Most High, all-
powerfirl, good Lord."se

According to some, it is possible-or even probable-that the form
in which the Canticle has come down to us was altered by one of the brothers
closest to the saint: Brother Leo the faithful secretary, or Brother Pacifico
"The Ki.g of Verses," who had been charged with making the work known.
But internal analysis, which we will present in this and the next two
chapters, shows that what has come down to us is the original and authentic
version, desired by Saint Francis and only partly understood even by his
closest companions.

First we must look at the text, which I will take from Contini's Poeti
del Duecento, blut with some of the changes suggested by Franca Brambilla
Ageno and discussed by Contini in a fundamental article to be mentioned in
a moment. What we have is a typical case of the interpretation influencing
the establishment of the text; this was already mentioned in the
Introduction. All that remains now is to finish that note by explaining that,
once we are reasonably sure that the Canticle contains certain rhythmic or
rhetorical features, it is no violation of the rules of method to make slight
changes to the text as it as come down to us. We are allowed to reinsert
those characters that-if our working hypothesis is correct-were
involuntarily but almost inevitably altered in transmission. Flere, then, is the
C anticlc thus reconstituted : 

60

5eFA:ED,II, 186. The Latin is: "... Unde volo ad laudem eius et ad nostram
consolationem et ad hedificationem proximi facere novam Laudem Domini de suis
creaturis, quibus cotidie utimur et sine quibus vivere non possumus, et in quibus
humanum genus multum offendit Creatorem, et cotidie sumus ingrati tante gratie,
quia inde nostrum Creatorem et datorem omnium bonorum sicut deberemus non
laudamus.'

"Et sedens cepit meditari et postea dicere: 'Altissimo, omnipotente, bon
Signore"'(AC 83, in FF 1597).

60Poeti del Duecento, ed. Gianfranco Contini, Ricciardi (La letteratura
italiana. Storia e testi, 2), Milan-Naples 1960, 33-34. Besides the articles cited in the
following note, we can mention Franca Brambilla Ageno, Storia della kude lirica,
Parma: Studium Parmense, 1966. These are the lecture notes from a course given at
the Facolti di Magistero of the University of Parma during the academic year 1965-
66, which because of their semi-secret nature were not even listed in her Bibliografia,
which is found in an appendix to Brambilla Ageno, Studi dantescbi, wirh an
introduction by Carlo Delcorno, Padua: Antenore, 1990 (Medioevo e (fmanesimo,
67; a copy can also be found in the library of the Universiti Cattolica of Milan). fu
for the text in the Poeti del Duecento, 

^mong 
Contini's and Ageno's suggestions I am
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I Altissimu, onnipotente,
bon Signore,

Most High, all-powerful, good

Lord,
2 tue so'le laude, la gloria e

l'honore et onne

benedictione.

Yours are the praises, the glory,

and the honor, and all blessing.

3 Ad te solo, Altissimo, se

konfane,

To You alone, Most High, do
they belong,

4 et nullu homo Ene dignu
te mentovare.

and no human is worthy to
mention Your name.

5 Laudato sie, mi' Signore,

cum tucte le tue creature,

Praised be You, my Lord, with all
Your creatures,

6 spetialmente messor lo
frate sole,

especially Sir Brother Sun,

7 lo qual E iorno, et
allumini noie per luie.

who is the day and through
whom You give us light.

8 Et ellu E bellu e radiante

cum grande splendore:

And he is beautiful and radiant

with great splendor;

9 de te, Altissimo, porta

significatione.

and bears a likeness of You, Most
High One.

l0 Laudato si', mi Signore,
per sora luna e le stelle:

Praised be You, my Lord,
through Sister Moon and the

stars,

11 in celu l'ii formate clarite
et pretiose et belle.

in heaven You formed them clear

and precious and beautiful.

t2 Laudato si', mi' Signore,
per frate vento

Praised by You, my Lord,
through Brother Wind,

13 et per aere et nubilo et
sereno et onne tempo,

and through the air, cloudy and

serene, and every kind of
weather,

t4 per lo quale a le tue

creature dlie
sustentamento.

through whom You give

sustenance to Your creatures.

l5 Laudato si', mi' Signore,

per sor' aqua,

Praised be You, my Lord,
through Sister'W'ater,

adopting 'konfane' instead of 'konfano' in line 3, 'noie per luie' in line 7, 'diie
sustintamento'in line 14 (Contini's justification for this last case can be read here, in
,. 8); to be rejected is the reading suggested in line 18, 'enallumini noie la nocte,'
with the insertion of 'noie.' In faci, the addition of a personal pronoun would alter
the deliberate and delicate balance we will discuss in the final chapter.
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t6 la quale E multo utile et
humile et pretiosa et
casta.

who is very useful and humble
and precious and chaste.

t7 Laudato si', mi' Signore,
per frate focu,

Praised be You, my Lord,
through Brother Fire,

r8 per lo quale ennallumini
la nocte:

through whom You light the
night,

t9 ed ello E bello et iocundo
et robustoso et forte.

and he is beautiful and playful
and robust and strong.

20 Laudato si', mi' Signore,
per sora nostra matre
terra,

Praised be You, my Lord,
through our Sister Mother Earth,

2l la quale ne sustenta et
governa,

who sustains and governs us,

22 et produce diversi fructi
con coloriti flori et herba.

and who produces various fruits
with colored flowers and herbs.

23 Laudato si', mi' Signore,
per quelli ke perdonano
per lo tuo amore

Praised be You, my Lord,
through those who give pardon
for Your love,

24 et sostengo infirmitate et
tribulatione.

and bear infirmity and

tribulation.
25 Beati quelli ke'l

sosterrano in pace,

Blessed are those who endure in
peace

26 ka da te, Altissimo, sirano
incoronati.

for by You, Most High, shall they
be crowned.

27 Laudato si', mi' Signore,
per sora nostra morte
corporale,

Praised be You, my Lord,
through our Sister Bodily Death,

28 da la quale nullu homo
vivente pb skappare:

from whom no one living can

escape.

29 guai a.cquelli ke morrano
ne le peccata mortali;

Woe to those who die in mortal
sln.

l0 beati quelli ke trovari ne

le tue sanctissime

voluntati,

Blessed are those whom death

will find in Your most holy will,

31 ka la morte secunda no'l
farri male.

for the second death shall do
them no harm.

32 Laudate e benedicete mi'
Simore et rengratiate

Praise and bless my Lord and
qive Him thanks

33 e serviateli cum grande

humilitate.
and serve Him with great
humility.
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Careful examination of the text, done first by Franca Ageno6r and

then by Gianfranco Contini,62 has yielded surprising results. The Canticle is

governed not only by the use of rhyme and assonance at the end of the line,
as was always known, but also by the cu,rsl$, which works with rhyme and

assonance to mark the end of individual sections.6r It does not seem

superfluous to give the results of Contini's analysis, in order to document

6lFranca Ageno, "Osservazioni sulla struttura e la lingua del 'Cantico di
Frate Sole,"' Lettere italiane 11 (1959) 397-408.

62Gianfranco Contini, "lJn'ipotesi sulle'Laudes creaftlrarumr"' which first
appeared in Rendiconti della Claxe di scienze morali, storlcbe e filologicbe of the
Actademia Nazionale dei Lincei, s. VIII, 18 (1963), 179-94 ("presented at the session

of March 9, 1964...approved by the author for publication on May 9, 1963),- later in
Varianti e altra lingutiica. (Jna raccoha d.i saggi Q93S-1968), Turin: Einaudi, 1,970,

L4l-59 (the citations are from here).
63For the rursus I am copying the classic page by Alfredo Schiaffini,

Tradizione e poesia nella prosa d'arte italiana dnlk ktiniti medieaale al Boccoccio, Rome:

Edizioni di Storia et Lltteratura, 19692, l7-L8. He is speaking of the style of the
Roman Curia, "which consists in embellishing the prose, particularly at the end of
sentences or members of a sentence, with a cadence or rhythmic clause, which we

moderns somewhat arbitrarily are accustomed to call cursu.s." We shall need to add

some other considerations laier, but Schiaffini's exemplary clarity suggests that for
now we use his exact words. He writes: "The cil,rs-us) which appears in the third
cennrry after Christ with details that last throughout the entire Middle Ages,

,s,r*.d various forms and names; here it will suffice to recall the three main types.

The atrsus planas was formed from a word of more than one syllable accented on the
second-lasf syllable, followed by a word of three syllables also accented on the
second-last syllrbl". Some examples: aincla perfigit, ret?ibati6ncm m'eritur, or also- 6pis

est nfustrae (it'is legitimate to break a three-syllabl-e word into a one-syllable word, esr,

and a *o-tylabG word, nostrae; the rwo-syllable word can also be broken down)'
The atrsus iardus, also call ucleiasticus or du.rus, resulted from a word of more than
one syllable accented on the second-last syllable followed by a word of four syllables
ac...rted on the third-last syllable: aincla perfrdgerat, felicitritis percipient, or also, with
the permissible separation Lf the four-syllable word,-exancinitis quae tingim'us' The
*rit aelor consis;d of a word of more'than one syllable accented on the third-last
syllable followed by a word of four syllables accented on the second-last syllable:

iinculurnfregerdmai, consiliis et respfinsis, and even cdydida nostra t!Y:The anrsas most
...o*-J.dEd were the aelox andthe planus,and of these the aelox (favored at the end

of sentences, while the tardus was admired in an interior position) was regarded as a

supremely beautiful clause." We may recall that everyonswas used to the aelox from
thi concllding formula of many prayers: per atmia saecula saeculotarn But it is more

important to irention another fi. of cuisas, the trispondaiau, which Schiaffini deals

with in the note on p. 18: "We ihould also take into account the cursas trispondaiats,

formed by a word of rnot. than one syllable accented on the second-last syllable
followed Ly a *ord of four syllables alio accented on the secondJast -syllable: 

6sse

aid.eitur, (ana) adu clamaainmt " The trispandaiats is essential, as we shall see, in the

Canticle of Saint Francis.
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what for so long has remained hidden, even from the most experienced
specialists. There are a number of important consequences.6a

I onnipot6nte
Sign6re

bon- c. tr-

2 bEnedicti6ne Pol. (= c. tr.?)
l Altfssimo se-konfdno c. ael.

4 dfgnu-te mentovdre c. ael. (resp.)

5 ttie crdatfre c. tr.

eContini, "Lln'ipotesi sulle 'Laudes creaturarum,,', l+6-49. I will quote
9n-ly his description of the different rypes of curru.s, referring to the article foi the
informative discussions and explanations. The abbreviations 

-used by Contini are as
follows:

c. Pl. = cursas planas

c. tr. = cu,rsus trispundairus

c. ael. = curflis uelar
c. ael. var. = curfli.s oelor with the Rolandino variant (see the end of this note)
pol. = carsus polysyllable (also discussed at rhe end of this note)
resp. = responio (that is, repetition of the same q?e of cursus in the next line)
Diereses and dialoephas are marked (the latter with a vertical bar to

separate the-rw9 words)._A hyphen indicates consillabicatio: rhejoining, for rhythmic
purposes, of 

-syllables 
belonging to different words (Schiaffini, viewing it from the

standpoint of the cursu.s rather than the words, described this phenomenon as the
breaking up or separation of the rhythm into more than one *o.d).

The rursus aelox with the Rolandino variant has the same distance berween
accented and unaccented syllables as found in the normal aelor (accented followed by
four unaccented, then accented followed by one unaccented, as in atruulum
fregerimus, to go back to Schiaffini's examples). But the caesura or division of the
words that make up the cursus, which is normally placed after the second unaccented
syllable (ainculum fregrdmus), is anticipated and placed after the first. There are
three examples of this in the Canticle: eiikl sastentam.1nto 14, irino incorondti 26 and
grdnde bum.ilitdte 33.

A marginal note calls for the form ddi[e], with the addition of silent -e
(which ig _*hy it is bracketed). But it is importanr, because only by presupposing it
are we able to see the remaining dai * a two-syllable word, from d.alie. Sei Contini,
"IJn'ipotesi sulle 'Laudes creaturarum,"' I$1"...dai is interpreted as a nro-syllable
*9Id, not so much through transfer from Latin usage...as through the Umbrian
addition, eiikl (with a one-syllable word the cursas disappears)."

Lasdy, the case of words of more than one syllable is opposite to that of
consillabicatio: the carsus is not obtained from the union-of rwo woids, but is already
present in a single word. This normally happens with the triEondaicus, which is a
triple-alternation of accented and unaccented syllables. There are three examples in
the Canticle: two tispondaicas (binedictitine 2, signifcatifine 9\ and one-planus
(ringratidu 32).
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6 mess6r-lo frate-s6le c. tr (resfr.)

7 n6ilel per-hiilel c. pl. ?

8 cr6nde splend6re c. pl. (resp.?)

9 significau6ne Dol. (= c. tr.?)

l0 hina t e-le stille c. tr.
l1 preu6se tet-belle c.pl.

I2 Sign6re-per frate-v6nto c. ael.

l3 ser6no-et onne-t6mpo c. uel. (resp.)

t4 d6i[e] sustentam6nto c. aelvar. (resp.?)

15 Signore per-sor'iqua c. tr.
t6 preuosa I et-c6sta c.pl.

t17l Si gn6re-per frate-f6cu c. ael.

l8 ennallumini la nocte

t9 robust6so I e-f6rte c.pl.

20 n6stra matre-t6rra c. tr
2l sust6nta I et-gov6rna c. tr. (resp.)

22 fl6ri t et-herba c. Dl.

23 tuo amore c.pl
24 tribulau6ne frol. = k. tr.?)

25 sosterrino I in-pice c. Dl.

26 sirSno lincoroniti c. ael. vat

27 m6rte corpordle c. tr.
28 viv6nte pb-skappdre c. tr (resp.)

29 peccdta mortdli c.pl.

30 sancdssime voluntdti c. oel.

31 secrinda-no'l farri-mdle c. ael. (resb.)

32 rdngrau6te Pol. (= c. Pl.?)

33 srinde humilit6te c. ael. var

In a work that is striking for its observance of the rules of the iltrsas

(which cannot possibly be considered accidental), the presence of rwo
critical points in the adjoining lines 17 -18 will be noted. The rwo cases are

completely different. The first (17) illustrates how difficult it is to determine
exactly the Canticle's metrical pattern (the brackets indicate Contini's doubts

about its independence); the second (18) illustrates Saint Francis's use of
unusual patterns. Let us examine them briefly, convinced that they are not
insignificant trifles but important elements for understanding the text.

Line l7 appears in the form:

Laudato si', mi' Signore, per frate [ocu...
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This presents no problems from the standpoint of the cursasi it is a

perfectly clear example of the aelox. But it does raise questions about another
fearure of the Canticle, the presence of rhyme or assonance at the end of a

line indicating that it is part of one and the same verse. Assonance links the
next two lines ending innocte andforte, but 17 does not fit with this. This led
Contini to write that "the independence of the line no longer seems certain
because of the imperfect ending foat: nocte, forte)' His argument has

considerable weight, since this would be the only case in the Praises of the
Creatares, if we accept Franca Brambilla Ageno's proposal-as it seems we
must, and as I myself have done. She suggested that we read konfane instead
of konfano in line 3, to restore the assonance with n entoaare in line 4.65 In
theory, the anomaly can be resolved in two ways. We can divide the line
differently:

Laudato si', mi' Signore,
per frate focu, per lo quale ennallumini la nocte:
et ello E bello et iocundo et robustoso et forte.

Or we can join it to the next line:
Laudato si', mi'Signore, per frate focu, per lo quale ennallumini la nocte:

et ello E bello et iocundo et robustoso et forte.

The first solution is rejected, mainly because it would establish an
assonance between words with rwo different accented vowels: ,i and d.tr But
the second way, although fully accepted, is not taken either because of
Contini's qualms about fidelity to the manuscript tradition. The remaining
choice, evidence of his preference, is to enclose the verse number in

65The reading konfone ("in other words, singular with the addition of -ne,
which is very frequent in Umbrian") is attested by a small portion of the manuscript
tradition, but it is supported with excellent reasons by Ageno: "This is certainly a

lectio dfficilior, since in the preceding line we have a series of nouns, the first being
plural, and they are the subjects of a verb that is plural (tue so le hude, la ghria e

l'honore et onne beneditione). In these circumstances, the change from an impersonal
kanfane to kanfano must have been easy and perhaps inevitable (it is almost, come to
think of it, one of those situations the French call piiges i copistes), whereas the
opposite change cannot be explained" (Ageno, "Osservazioni sulla strutnrra e la
lingua del 'Cantico di Frate Sole,"'402). Ageno's article is from 1959 and so could
not have influenced Contini's text in rhe Poeti del Duecenlo, which was already at the
printer and was to appear the following year. Flowever it should be noted that,
despiste his respect for this and other suggestions, he did not change his edition in
the later Letteratura italiana delle Origini, Sansoni, Florence 1970,4-5 (the passage is
on p. 4), so great were his qualms about departing from the best attested readings in
the manuscript tradition.

66Contini, "Lln'ipotesi sulle 'Laudes creaturarum,"' 148, with a cross-
reference to p.147 where the problem of line 5 is discussed.
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brackets, as if to implicitly suppress the "new line" (he never does so

explicitly).

The case of 18 is different. The problem here is caused, not by the
division of the lines, which is warranted by the assonlnce nlcte : forte, but by
the apparent absence of the cursas. Contini brought up the idea of correcting
the text, but caution led him to drop it in favor of a conjecrural emendation,
which consisted in repairing an assumed lacuna. Otherwise the only way to
interpret this passage according to the rules of the rursu.s is to appeal to Karl
Polheim's "type 4." This is a kind of trispondaicus obtained from a word
accented on the third-last syllable followed by word of three syllables
accented on the second-last syllable. Such would be the case with
ennalluruini la-nocte.67 But it would be a unique case, and the fact that it is an

exception in the Canticle-it occurs several times in the Latin works-led the
rigorous philologist Contini to view it with justified skepticism.6s The
situation changed, however, with the discovery of another writing of
Francis, similar to the Praises of the Creatures because of its rhythm and its
rh)rmes-assonances. It is the Cantick of Exbortation addressed to the Poor
Clares. This is not the place to go into this hy*, of praise, whose

authenticity there is no reason to doubt despite Ignazio Baldelli's
authoritative opinion to the contrary.oo It will suffice to say that Aldo
Menichetti has pointed to it as another example of "type ,1" i, its very last

67Karl Polheim, Die lateiniscbe Reimprosa, Weidmannsche Buchhandlung,
Berlin 1925,80-81, with examples of the type hostibus illaturn, populurn affligebat,
resistere aalebat, satidacere aolentem. It is interesting that none of Polheim's
examples-tlese I have cited, and the others---exhibit the phenomenon of
consillabicatio.

68"The cursus is absent in 18, unless we accept the unusual type that
Polheim calls 4 ('h6stibus ill6tum'), which we can certainly expect to occur at times in
Francis's Latin writings, especially in the Later Rule ('Eccl6siae romdnae' etc.), but
which would remain icompl.t.ly isolated case here. On the other hand, it would be

in the only line that cannot be reduced to the carnts, which could cause us to Presume
that it wai altered in transmission. A conjectural Gallicizing form allum(m)i would be

refuted by allumini 7, rt least in the uadition as we have it today. He-makes a 
-singlg

suggestion that a lacuna has occurred, obrriously to be made-as small as-possible. A
co-niparison with 7 tells us that the word dropped may be noi; forewarned by the rules

of inierpretation, we notice the lack of refeience to humans, never absent in similar
verses, whether in objective speech (14) or in shared speech (to 7 we should add 21)"
(Contini, "Lfn'ipotesi sulle 'Laudes creaturarum,"' 148). In fact, reference to human
beings is also missing from 15-16, the lines referring to water; but Contini's
obse-rvation was tru*ped by those of Menichetti. For the type q cursus in the Latin
writings, see Contini's article, p. 152, n. l, P. 154 (where he cites a case of
conilkbicatio from rhe Fnrlier Rule: cingulum et-briccas) and p. I 5 5.

6eBaldelli, "Sull'apocrifo francescano 'Audite, poverelle dal Signore
vocate,"' Ricercbe storicbe l3 (1983) 559-7 5.
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linez cunr. la aergene Maria.7o The nvo passages, the one in the Praises of tbe

Creatures and the other in the Canticle of Exbortation, support each other, and
the very fact that this type of ru.rrus is so rare becomes strong proof that both
are authentic.Tr But the presence of the carsas in the Praises of the Creafiires,
by now conclusively established, is neither self-evident nor without
implications.

The phenomenon is not self-evident, for while the cursus was indeed
normal, this was in Latin prose, not vernacular. Its presence shows a concern
for form, once again giving lie to the traditional view of Saint Francis as

naiVe, simple-minded rather than simple, intellecrually weak. Nor are we
talking just about an acquired skill to be put to use, without at least asking
what it means, how it might help in srudying the author's personality. All
the more so since the Canticle of tbe Creatures, as already mentioned and as is
clear from even the most cursory reading, not only employs the device o[
the atrsus (Gregorian or Curial style), but adds to it by incorporating the
device of rhyme-assonance (sidorian sryle).72

fu to the significance of such an operation, Gianfranco Contini has

written at the end of his study, and with his usual incisiveness and brevity:

To use, if not actually flaunt, the stilus Ramnnae curiae is, in the Franciscan
context, a proof of conformity and obedience. The internal rhetoric of the
Praises of the Creatures is an eminendy orthodox rhetoric.Tl

7oAldo Menichetti, "Lfna 'prosa' volgare di San Francesco," Studi e problemi
di ritica testuale 19 (October 1979) 5-10, especiallythe passage on p.8: "15 uirgene
Marila, Polheim's We q, occasionally attested in the saint's Latin writings...; it offers
external support for the typological legitimary and textual authenticity of line l8
'ennallfimini la-n6cte' in the Praises of tbe Creatures. Given that it is an isolated
instance in the work, Contini prudendy resigned himself to noting the absence of
c'u,rs'u.s."

7lI will not get into the debate over another text, whose attribution to Saint
Francis cannot be entirely excluded, but neither can it be proven beyond all doubt.
The text is the Prayer before tbe Crucifix, for which see Concetto Del Popolo, "Per
l'Oratio ante Crucifixum di san Francesco," Filologia e ritica 55 (October 1997) 5-22.

72For a description of the Isidorian style, see Schiaffini, Tradizione e poesia,

2+-29. A very useful table, which summarizes and describes the prosodic problems
raised by the Canticle of the Creatures and the Canticle of Exhonation, is found in
Menicheni, Metrica italiana. Fondamenti metrici, prosodia, rima, Padua: Antenore,
1993 (Medioevo e Llmanesimo, 83), 158-59 (and on p.662, in the Index-Glossarfr
we must not forget the lines devoted to the fii,rs-u.s, with page references to the
volume).

irContini, "(Jn'ipotesi sulle'Laudes creaturarum,"' 1 59.
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We can see in this judgment a confirmation of what we tried to say

in the last chapter, on another subject. Far from being a generic act of praise
of the Creator, the Canticle is precious evidence of obedience to the Church,
and even more to the will of God, which came to maturiry in the painful
periods of separation from the Order and in the "great temptation."

So far we have spoken of the prose structure of the Praises of the

Creatures, and we need to note that the strong unity we discovered does not
in itself prove that the work was composed on a single occasion, contrary to
the account in the Assisi Compilation and the Miror of Perfection. Even if he
intervened a second and third time, Saint Francis could very well have kept
the same scheme, characterized by the simultaneous use of the Isidorian and
Gregorian styles. Everything changes, however, when we go from an
analysis of the rhythms and rhymes-assonances to a srudy of the language.

Here we are fortunate to have the studies of Giovanni Pozzi, who
has returned to the Canticle on several occasions. His suggestions have
revolutionized the interpretation of the work to a degree by forcing
everyone-allies and adversaries alike-to ask again what is the meaning of
the text as a whole, and not limit themselves to the question of per and cu,m.

To one of these papers-the most easily accessible since it appeared in
Einaudi's Letteratura italiana-we owe the perceptive study that I am
quoting verbatim, since I could not possibly summarize it:

Stylists have noted the presence of the unusual figure of members arranged
in fours.Ta They did not notice that the number is used in concomitance
with the four elements: Wind - air, cloudy, serene, every kind of weather;
Water = useful, humble, precious, chaste; Fire = beautiful, playful, robust,
strong; Earth = various fruits, colored flowers. Corresponding to the
heavens, which are divided into three parts, is the tricolon used to describe
the stars: clear, precious and beautiful. In the section on humans the
number two predomoninates: pardon, bear; infirmity, tribulations; woe,
blessed; sin, holy will. Is this perhaps because humans are twofold creatures
par excellence? Other tricola appear at the beginning, in the three terms
used to describe God: most high, all-powerful, good; in the three forms of
homage offered to him: praise, glory, honor; in the three final verbs: bless,

TaThe reference is to Baldelli, "Il 'Cantico': problemi di lingua e di stile," in
Francesco d'r4sii e francescanesim.o dal 1216 al 1226. Atti del IV Convegno
internazionale (Assisi, 15-17 October 1976), Societi internazionale di studi
francescani, fusisi 1977,77-99:90-91 where he says with regard to the biblical
sources, Psalm 148 and rhe Canticle of tbe Three Cbildrm, that "the most striking
compositional novelty in the Conticle is the series of adjectives attributed to
creatures," and he gives the example of "the set of four adjectives that describe water
and fire."
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give thanks, serve; forms of the verb 'praise' appear nine times at the
beginning of verses. Thus the number nine frames the surface area of the
text: horizontally at the beginning and end, and vertically along the left
margin. On the right lie numbers corresponding to the object described:
three heavenly elements, four sub-lunar, rwo anthropological. But the
number nine is also found in the body of the text: the word 'my' occurs
nine times, and there are nine personal and possessive pronouns in the
second person ('you' and 'yours'). This sequence is all the more significant
because it concerns the indicative pronouns and because, while the first
person possessive accompanies the word 'praise,' the second person
possessive does not.75

Thus we see that the Canticle cannot have been composed at
different times, especially because of the amazing presence of the number
nine, a structure to which the verses on pardon and death also contribute.
To imagine that we are looking at numbers arrived at by accident is
unreasonable. On this point, there will be more to add to Pozzi's studies, but
even his approach confirms what was suggested in the chapter on the
circumstances in which the Canticle originated. At the same time, we cannot
hide the fact that doubts exist about the answers usually given to the
question of its composition and transmission.

The strucrure of the Praises of the Creatures is governed by ,
mechanism at once so complex and so balanced that it is not easy to accept
the idea that it was transmitted, at least initially, solely by word of mouth.
The organization of a work marked not only by great intellectual
concentration, but also by a varied and skillful use of the cursus and a no less

significant distribution of the words according to a rigorous numerical logic,
cannot be accidental. Likewise, it is unthinkable that such a work, so
elaborate but as a result also so fragile, was transmitted by word of mouth
without damage, even though it was insured and protected to some extent by
the music. It would be almost miraculous, since oral transmission necessarily
produces, to a greater or lesser degree, inevitable changes.

So there are only two possibilities. Either the Canticle was written
down under the watchful eye of Francis himself, or else it was committed to
writing later. But in the latter case we will have to allow for some changes
with respect to the original---changes we could not predict, but whose
existence we could not deny.

T5GiovanniPozzi, "Il Cantico di Frate Sole di san Francesco," in Letteratura
italiana. Le Opere,I. Dalle Origini al Cinquecento,Turin: Einaudi, 1992,3-26: 19. On
the other hand, the Canticle is treated only marginally in the new and splendid
contribution by Pozzi, "Lo stile di san Francescor" Italia medionale e umanistica 4l
(2000) 7-42.
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The things mentioned in this chapter lead us to favor the first
solution; the things that will be mentioned or explained in the following
pages make it obligatory. But then, if Saint Francis was able to compose a
text such as the Canticle, constructed according to rhetorical rules by no
means obvious for the vernacular, we must ask ourselves once again about
the saint's knowledge of letters. Much has been written on the subject, but it
necessarily rests on the not-too-solid foundation of Francis's works (which
should be the point of arrival), seeing that it is impossible to begin, as would
be desirable, from reliable information about the schools he attended and

the books he studied and perhaps took notes on. One indisputable point
always invoked by those who speak of Saint Francis as "unlettered" is the
presence of serious grammatical errors in the few short autographs we have

from him. This is not the place to discuss the question, but new studies by
Bartoli Langeli and Paolazzi seem to show that the famous errors are mostly
due to inaccurate reading by Esser, and thus they prove nothing.T6

Still, we know that the saint was suspicious of learning, especially

university learning and theological learning in particular; on the other hand
we also know that he always had a love for poetry. And even if we must
question whether its present form can be attributed entirely to him, the fact

that he composed the Canticle has for a long time been considered settled.TT

The Isidorian style, with its repetitions at the beginning of each line, its

T6While we await new studies, a still essential contribution is that of A.
Bartoli Langeli, "Gli scritti da Francesco. L'autografia di un 'illitteratus,"' in Frate

Francesco d'Assii. Ani del )O([ Convegno internazionale, Assisi, 14-16 October t993,
Centro italiano di studi sull'Alto Medioevo, Spoleto 1994, 101-59, with the
preceding bibliography. See also Enrico Menestb, "Gli scritti di Francesco d'Assisi,"
ibid., t63-81.

77One of the latest and certainly one of the most vigorous attacks against
the authenticity of the Canticle of Brother Sun is the article by Ildebrando della

Giovanna, "S. Francesco d'Assisi giullare e le'Laudes creaturarum,"' Giornale storico

della letteratura italiana 25 (1985, l-92, which concluded (p. 89): "We know that
Saint Francis composed a hymn in praise of creatures, as well as one about the
virtues and others to Mary. Whether the praises of the creatures was later dictated in
the vernacular, either in verse or in assonant prose, we do not know. So we have

reason to doubt whether the vernacular canticle attributed to Saint Francis is really
his work. In any case, careful critics, far from considering it q. oldest example of
popular religioui poetry written in the vernacular, must prudendy place.it among the
iol.r-.t m of d""Utfrr[ authenticity, since the work predates the compilation of the
Miror of Perfeaioa, which is perhaps from the early fourt."qth cgTtory, but, at least

in the form iir which it was handeddown to us, is later than the oldest legends of the
saint, perhaps from the end of the thirteenth century." We must remember that the
Asisi tmpiiationwas still unknown; and yet, as Carlo Paolarzi has pointed out and as

we will r"y it a moment, Thomas of Celano himself, when he speaks of the Canticle,

seems to have in mind the text "in the form in which it was handed down to us."
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rhymes and alliterations, apparently presents no serious difficulties for
scholars. The discussion is essentially about the Curial style, with the cu.rs.u.s,

since that could not be derived from the practice of reading the Bible,
especially the Psalms, and thus it required srudy and practice.Ts

Indeed, as far as we can see, everything concurs to present us with a

body of data that is essentially solid. The Canticle shows no important
variants, in direct or indirect transmission, that would lead us to suspect two
versions or major changes at the time of a hypothetical and late committal to
writing after an initial oral transmission. The manuscripts of the Opuscula-
in the first place Ms. 338 of the Biblioteca Comunale of Assisi-but also
those of the Mirror of Perfeaion always transmit the same text, if we exclude
the normal variants found in any tradition. But what is of greater concern
here, when ^ careful and trustworthy witness like Thomas of Celano
mentions the Canticle or merely alludes to it, he cites certain characteristic
expressions that agree perfectly with the text as we have it. And it is worth
noting that this basic testimony goes back to the First Life, written between
1228 and the beginning of 1229, just a few years after the composition of the
Praises of tbe Creatures. Carlo Paolazzi has highlighted a few of the mosr
interesting passages-for example the words addressed to the birds: "He
[God] nevertheless protects and glaerns you without your least care" (lC 58,
7), to be compared to line 21 of the Cantich, which speaks of the Earth "who
sustains and, goaents us," whereas in Mt 6:26 and Lk 12:24 we read "he
feeds." Or the title of Chapter )OilX, "The Love That He Had toward All
Creatures..." and the passage from the First Life 80, 10, "Once the three
young men...invited all the elements to praise and glori$, the Creator of all
things, so tiis man, full of the spirit of God never stopped glorifiing,

TslJnless, as is pointed out authoritatively but less persuasively by Mirella
Ferrari "Gli scritti di san Francesco d'Assisi," in Francesco d',*sisi nell'ottaao centenario
della nascita, Millan: Vita e Pensiero, 1981, 34-59 (especially +8-49 with respective
notes), the final rhythm of each line is interpreted, not as adherence to the carrus,b:ut
as the paftern of the liturgical seguences (the equivalent of the trispondaiats) and of
"many hymns, both Ambrosian and others" (p. 48). In that case, it is obvious that the
rhythm would not be sought, but imposed as it were by the text's paraliturgical use.
On page 49, discussing Gianfranco Contini's suggestion, Ferrari makes a few
comments, which show how every question always leads to others, leaving us
virtually unable to establish any solid reference points: "Furrhermore, it [the idea of
the cursus) would force us to admit that the particular model that inspired the Praises
of tbe Creatures was the chancery prose used by the Curia and that tle work is, more
or less consciouslyt arrt prose. Precluding this are the fact that its content and
expression conform to the biblical poems r"ecited in the canonical hours, plus the fact
that the Proises of tbe Creatures was, first of all, like the psalms of the office, a poem
set to music. In the vernacular, not in Latin, because it is not liturgy inside the
church, but preaching outside the church."
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praising, and blessing the Creator and Ruler of all things in all the elements

and triatures," which recalls line 2, "Yours are the praises, the glory, and the

honor, and all blessing, and line 5, "Praised be You, my Lordrwitb allYour
creatures.' Or the First Lrf, 81, 4, "Earth and frre, air and wind: all these he

urged to love of God and to willing service," which immediately turns out to
be an exact citation of the Canticle, where what is most interesting is the

reference to lines 12-13, "through Brother Wind / and through the air,"
since "air is absent in the presumed biblical sources" of the Praises of tbe

Creatures, namely the Canticle of the Tbree Yoang Men and Psalm 148, and

thus it is much more significant as a direct citation from Saint Francis's

works.Te

All this notwithstanding, and despite the painstaking work of
scholars, we cannot pick out a single citation of the Cantide while its author

was alive, and so whether it was altered by others in the process of writing it
down remains, at least theoretically, an open question. But more than

anything else it is a question of a certain reserve that proceeds very carefully,

since .rr.ryo.e is now convinced that what we are reading is the authentic

text of Francis.

It is not only an analysis of the Canticle's meaning and content that

leads to this conviction, for we must agree that they are entirely consistent

with Francis's thought. What convinces us now is the perfect agreement of
many expressions in the Praises of tbe Creatures with other passages in the

saini's works. Moreover, the still-recent discovery of the Canticle of
Exbortatioa provides an additional element of considerable weight, if its

authenticity is accepted. Since both pieces display the ru'rrus, which is the

biggest obitacle to ih. idea of transmission that is oral and yet faithful, they

toii o,rt to be works by the same mind and the same hand, which can be

none other than that of Saint Francis- Added to this are the structural

elements pointed out by Pozzi and corroborated here, with additional

proposals, in the final chapter.

This is what we can say in the present state of research' If new

elements emerge it will always be possible to question today's certainties'

On this basis, and with the help of other works of Francis, it is now time to

examine the content of the Canticle and its meaning.

TeCarlo Paolazzi, "Francesco d'Assisi, la 'lode,' il 'Cantico' e la letteratura

volgare," in Il francscanesimo e il teatro medieaale- Atti del Cgnyegno. nazionale di studi,

Srri Mi.,iato,"8-9 October 1982, Castelfiorentino, Societi storica della Valdelsa,

1984,71-120:98 and n. 84.
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Part Three

Intelpretation of the Canticle

ry

State of the Question
There is a passage in Thomas of Celano's Second Life that can serve

as introduction, for it describes most vividly the two registers Francis
apparentely used in his preaching. We are referring to Chapter DOilII
(number 107), entitled "The Power of His Words, and the Witness Given
to This by a Physician." It reads:

Although the evangelist Francis
preached to the simple,

in simple, concrete terms,
since he knew that virtue

is more necessary than words,
still, when he was among spiritual people

with greater abilities
he gave birth to life-giving and profound words.

With few words he would suggest
what was inexpressible,

and, weaving movement with fiery gestures,
he carried away all his hearers toward the things of heaven.

He did nor use the keys of distinctions,
for he did not preach about things he had not himself discovered.

3l:,:'ln:,l:m:.'"Y;,I;r'
A physician, a learned and eloquent man, once said: "I remember the
sermons of other preachers word for word, only what the saint, Francis,
says eludes me. Even if I memorize some of his words, they don,t seem to
me like those that originally poured from his lips."8o

Judging from what is now decades of debate about the intepretation
of the Canticle of Brother Sun, long regarded as all but self-evident, we have
to think that in this work Francis combined and fused the rwo elements
mentioned by Thomas, the result being a text that can be read on rwo levels.
One level, naiVe so to speak, tricks us into thinking we have understood it;
the other, more complex, leads us to ask not only about the infamous

soFA:ED, II, 3 18. Latin text in FF 541.
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prepositions per and. cum and thus about certain very important details, but
also about the work's meaning.

Certainly we will have to ask whether the Praises of the Creatures are
also a serrnon or prayer, and why they were written in the vernacular and
not in Latin, even though we do not claim to give answers. Sometimes it is
enough to ask the questions, leaving them to search for and seek out their
own answers. But almost inevitably we will have to start with the question
raised by those prepositions. They can be the occasion for a useful journey
through the text, provided they are kept in check so that study of the
Canticle is not reduced to the level of a grammatical dispute.

At the beginning of this journey we find the great and important
book by Luigi Foscolo Benedetto. Before then-it was 1941 and of course
its effects could not be immediate-everything had been quite simple. The
word per in a verse of the type

Laudato si', mi' Signore, per sora luna e le stelle:
in celu l'ii formate clarite et pretiose et belle,

had always been interpreted as causal and really never discussed. But
Benedetto was saying categorically: "Laudato sie per means be praised b!."r'
And so began a debate that still has not ended but is enriched from year to
year with new contributions and developments, even though, as we shall see,

the terms of the debate have changed.

The problem is an old one, going all the way back to the thirteenth
century and Saint Francis's first biographers. This complicates matters, since
it weakens what is usually an important principle: recourse to the

8'Luigi Foscolo Benedetto, Il cantico di frate So/e, Florence: Sansoni, 1941,
l l. On page 37 there is a brief but compressed survey of translations in some
European languages, which it is useful to cite, inserting in the text the references
Benedetto obviously consigned to footnotes: "Giving their seal of approval to that
interpretation [per = because of] and thus favoring its universal propagation, were the
two most popular biographies of Francis, the Ltfe by Paul Sabatier [We have the 18e
edition (Paris 1896); the Canticle is translated on pages 351, 378 and 3811, and the
Life by Johannes Joergensen [We have the French translation by Th. Wyzewa (Paris
1908). The Canticle is translated on pp. 469,480 and 4821. The greatest of the British
Franciscanists, Litde, always hasfor, that is propter, in his Life of the saint tWJ. Knox
Litde, St. Francis of .4sisi. His times, ffi and works, London 1987). Karl Vossler has

fu, i" his German translation of the Canticle ["Gelobt seist Du, mein Herr, fiir
Bruder Mond un Sterne" etc., in Rom,anische Dicbter, German by Karl Vossler,
Munich 1938, 2d ed, p. l0]." From the very first sentence of the Foreward (p. I 1) it
was clear that the book would not leave things as it had found them, since the author
was not inclined to waste time in idle talk "There already exists a copious body of
literature on the Canticle of Brotber Sun, and not everything there is useless rhetoric."
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interpretation of the first readers, those who were part of the intellectual
climate in which the work was composed. This does not work in the case of
the Canticle, and it is curious that the unwitting protagonist, Francis, is the
one who urged his followers to speak simply and plainly.

On the one hand, we have Thomas of Celano, who performs a

complex and subtle operation. At first he relates Saint Francis's work to the
Canticle of the Tbree Young Men (Dan 3:51-90), but immediately he notes the
differences, which are considerable. Whereas in the Bible creatures are
exhorted to praise the Lord, Francis praises him in crearures. In the First
Life BD,Thomas writes:

Once the three young men in the furnace of burning fire invited all the
elements to praise and glori$, the Creator of all things, so this man, full of
the spirit of God never stopped gloriSring, praising, and blessing the
Creator and Ruler of all things in all the elements and creatures.s2

The meaning of per in such a view can be argued, but that it means
agent must be ruled out. Saint Bonaventure's interpretation is different. He
was not thinking of the Book of Daniel but of of Psalm 148. Here the word
per, in a context that changes the psalm's exhortation ("Praise him, all his
angels") to the passive, certainly means agent:

With an intensity of unheard devotion
he savored

in each and every creature

-as 
in so many rivulets-

that fontal Goodness,
and discerned

an almost celestial choir
in the chords of power and activity

given to them by God,
and, like the prophet David,

he sweetly encouraged them to praise the Lord.sl

If two of the oldest and most authoritative biographers have arrived
at conflicting interpretations, having also started from different "sources," it
is not surprising that Luigi Foscolo Benedetto was unable to replace the
common opinion with his own. On the contrary, he laid the groundwork for
relating new and old, and alongside the nvo he placed at least one more, that
of per instrumental.

82FA:ED, I, 250-51. Latin texr in FF 356.
srFA:ED, I1,596-97. LMi IX, l; FF 854.
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The first to support this theory (per = through, by means of) was

Antonino Pagliaro, and it was a solution also accepted by top scholars.sa But
we see something that is not unusual, even in philology: every theory can

expose the weak points of the others, but it cannot hide its own and in the
end establish itself. In 1992 Giovanni Pozzi did a good evaluation of the
theories, but his work already needs to be updated with later contributions-
proof that the debate is still very much alive today.85 But the fact that the

saAntonino Pagliaro, "Il Cantico di frate sole," Quademi di Rurua, 1 (1947)
218-35, tlren in his Saggi di o'itica semantica, Messina-Florence: D'Anna, 1953,201-
26; along this line see iko Carlo Dionisotti and Cecil Graysgl \ Ea7!.y halian Texts,

edited nfrth t o."t by C. Dionisotti and C. Grayson, Oxford: Blackwell, 1965,2nd ed.,

34:"We accept Pagliaro's interpretation of per as'through' (cf. per Cbrisum. dam.inum

nostram)."
ssPozzi wrote that the various solutions proposed "confer on peri 1) a causal

meaning, that is, praise expressed to the Lord because of the attributes predicated of
creaturJs; 2) instrumental, insofar as humans are the agents who praise God through
creatures; 3) agent, insofar as the creature itself is invited to give praise; 4) medi{,
insofar as the ir.ature is conceived as the medium of praise, after the model of the
liturgical formula per Christum Dwninun nost'unt; 5) from _state t9 Place-, insofar as

praiJe is inherent ln the creature's being; 6) circumstantial, insofar as the creature

praises God in the existential situation, after the model of the biblical per aitflrn, per
'mortem." The debate has centered on three hlpotheses, the others being
diversionary. The agent hypothesis was chamPioled by Benedetto in 1941, the
medial by Pagliaro In 1951. goth had l large-following. Returning to.$e causal

hypothesis, *it" or less unanimous before Benedetto, are Casella in 1950 [he is
riflrring to Mario Casella, "Il Cantico delle Creature, testo critico e fondamenti di
pensierJ," Studi medieuali n.s. 16 (1943-1950) 102-141,*!,9 3fs^epficidy that the
meaning of per is analogous to the T,atin propter quod; Contini in 1960 [he is referring
to Poeti-del-Daecento,I, Milan-Naples: Ricciardi, 1960, 30-11]; and more decisively
Baldelli in 1971 and 1977, who cliims it is the only one possible [he is referring to
Ignazio Baldelli, "Il Cantico di Francesco," in San Francesco nella ricerca storica.degli

ibimi ottant'anni. Atti del IX Convegno storico internazionale dell'Accademia
tudertina (Todi l3-16 October 1968), Todi: Accademia Tudertina,1971,77-94;"Il
'Cantico': problemi di lingua e di stile," in Francesco d'Asisi e francescanesimn dal 1216

at 1226. Ani del fV Convegno internazionale, fusisi t5-17 October 1976, fusisi
Societi internazionale di sto?i ft"ncescani, 1977,77-99). But there are also those

who return to the instrumental solution, such * Paolazzi [he is referring to Carlo
Paolazzir "Francesco d'fusisi , la 'loder' il 'Cantico' e la letteratura -volgater" in Il

francescaneima e il teatro rnedieaale. Atti +l Conveglo nazionale di studi (San Miniato
"S-f 

O October 1982), Casdefiorentino: Societi storica della Valdelsa, 1984,71-120),

"Il Cantico di Frate Sole di san Francesco," in Letteratrtra italiana, Le Opererl: Dalle

Origini al Cinquecento, Twin Elnaudi, 1992, 3-2q-For Carlo Paolazzi, see also the
,rolfrme Il Cantico di frate Sole, Maietti, Genoa t992, previously cited and referred to
again below. Anothir one who has returne_d to the question, optingdecisively for the

"["rrt 
interpretation, is Barbara Degl'Innocenti, "91, ^-qux lessicografica: .la

pleposiziond 'per' nelle 'Laudes creaturarum,"' in Studi di flologU ryrydleaah !fferti a
D'Arco Silaio Aaalle, Ricciardi, Milan-Naples 1996, 147'67, to which readers are
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debate is endless also shows that a solution acceptable to all still remains to
be found. This explains the attempts to explore other approaches.

One possible approach is the one championed, for example, by Eloi
Leclerc, who would say that per contains all the meanings, and the
distinction that exists in the modern languages does not exist for Saint

Francis.s6 Another possibility is to leave the question hanging and examine

instead the general meaning of the Canticle, hoping by so doing to solve this

knotty problem as well. This is the approach taken in recent years by

Giovanni Pozzi,with important results that we will try to summarize here.

Though much debated, the idea had never been challenged that the

ones praying should be seen either as humans or as crearures: humans, if per

is given a causal or medial sense; creatures, if it is taken to mean agent- But it
was precisely on this point that Pozzi focused his attention, with
revolutionary results. He began from an observation already made by others,

but never carried by anyone to similar conclusions. There is-at least

apparently-a contradiction berween line 4 ("t o human is worthy to
mention Your name") and the rest, since, despite this statement of
unworthiness, praise is then in fact offered. Added to this is another unique

element, namely, the fact that the praise itself is not expressed in active

form, as would be normal, but in the passive and in a form we might call

optative ("Praised be you," rather than "I praise you").

Based on this he suggests that the ones praising are neither human

beings nor creatures, but that God himself is praising himself- This
statement, disconcerting at first glance, is supported by weighty arguments.sT

First, how is the expression *Yours are the praises" in line 2 to be

interpreted? Usually it is explained as meaning "to you belong the praises."

But that explanation limps, since every praise coming from creatures is

bound to be inadequate. And so there is room to suspect that Saint Francis

referred for the bibliography. Also very important is the volume by Cristiana
Garzena, to which I will-return, Tera fidelis manet. Hum'ilitas e sentitium nel 'Cantico

di frate So/a,'Florence: Olschki 1997 (Saggi di "Lettere Italiane:'L), also for the

ample bibliography, pp. 165-76.
86Eloi Leclerc, Le Cantique des Criatures. Une lecture de Saint Frangois

d.',*sise, Paris: Descl6e de Brouweri t988, especially 7, 16 n.4, and 21. This solution
had already been proposed by Th6ophile Desbonnets.and Damien Yotreux,..Saint

Franciscaines, Paris L9682,196 n. 3.
sTThese are set forth at greater length in the article "Dittico per 

, 
s.

Francesco" in Wrsanrs I (1981), g-2{, and more-briefly in later articles, such as the

one in Einaudi's Letteratura italiana.
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was heir to a view that had been formulated with great clarity, for example
in Saint Augustine's Enarrationes in Psalmos, CLIX, l:

I dare say to your chariry [i.e., the faithful whom he is addressing]: in order
that God might be adequately praised by human beings, God himself
praised himself. And since he saw fit to praise himself, human beings found
away to praise him.... For this reason our heart is exhorted to praise him.
He has filled his servants with his spirit in order that they might praise him.
And since his spirit who dwells in his servants praises him, what else is this
if not that he himself praises himselF8s

Also contributing to this interpretation is the use of the optative
passive ("praised be you") which can be likened to an analogous form found
in the Gospels and especially in a prayer like the Our Fatber ("hallowed be

your name"). Its function is to emphasize the action of God by bringing it to
the foreground.

So it is not crearures that praise God, but God himself who praises

himself through the praise that crearures, fifled with his spirit, offer him.
And the praise that is offered by creatures, but which originates in God and

returns to God through creatures, is nothing else but a proclamation of the
divine glory. By "glory" he means "the very being of God insofar as he

manifests himself and communicates himself to creation without ceasing to
be transcendent."se

88'Audeo dicere caritati vestrae: ut bene ab homine laudetur Deus, laudavit
se ipse Deus. Et quia dignatus est laudare se, ideo invenit homo quemadmodum
laudtt eum.... Exhortatur ergo cor nostrum in laudem suam. Spiritu suo implevit
servos suos ut laudarent eum. Et quoniam spiritus eius in servis eius laudat eum, quid
aliud quam ipse se laudat?" An Italian translation may be found inPozzi, "Il Cantico
di Frate Sole di san Francesco," 15, n. 14.

8e"Il Cantico di Frate Sole di san Francesco," 10. Pozzi's interpretation
finds another solid pillar o[ support in the study by Aldo Menichetti, "Il 'Cantico di
frate Sole' e Filippo di Novara," in halica-Raetica-Gallica. Studia linguantm, litterarum
artiumque in bonorem. Ricarda Liaer, Ttibingen-Basil: Francke, 2001, 287-93. I tm
grateful to the author for showing me the proofs of his article, which mentions the
presence of two passages very close to Francis's Canticle in the treatise Des quatre tmz
d'aag, d'arne, written by Philip when he was over sevenqi ye,ars old, around 1265- In
paragraph 154 we read the prayer to be said by the faithfirl in the morning: "Biaus
iire De.rr omnipotens, loez et graciez soiez vos et beneoiz de aos m.eiimes et de toutes
voz creatures celestiaus et terriennes en touz voz commandemanz et en toutes voz
oevres." Moreover in paragraph 219, on the subject of commending one's soul to
God, we read: "Tout ci tient il i grant honeur et i grant valor. Et tel honor et valor
est toute nostre, car il est honord ei glorefi| de soi meisnte sanz fin, et pol ce le doit on
dou tout gracier de jor et de nuit.'i The work of Philip of Novara (formerly called
Philip of Navarre) is cited on the basis of M. de Fr6ville (ed.), Les quatre Ages de
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In such a view, per signifies agent: be praised, my Lord, by
creatures, insofar as creatures are the instrument by which God praises
himself. But in that case the choice does not rest on the usage of other
contemporary authors or of Francis himself; it flows from an interpretation
of the text as a whole.

We strongly recommend that our attempted summary of this
interpretation be supplemented by reading the works cited. The
interpretation deals a severe blow to the traditional image of Francis as

intellecrually incompetent, an image we have had (and will have) occasion to
criticize more than once in these pages. But that is not all. If Pozzi has
decisively tackled the question of the Canticle's overall meaning, claiming
that is is part of a clear and widespread trend of Christian reflection on the
glory of God and its perception by humans, Cristiana Garzena has reached
similar conclusions starting from a particular expression that had been
previously overlooked. It is the verse on the earth, lines 20-22:

Praised be You, my Lord, through our Sister Mother Earrh, who sustains
and governs us, and who produces various fruits with colored flowers and
herbs.

The middle line describes the earth as the one who sustains and
governs us. Contrary to the traditional interpretation of the passage, it is
hard to see the two verbs as mere synonyms. The second certainly implies
something more than the simple seryice performed by other creatures for
our benefit. Francis lists the chief characteristics of them all, stressing their
relationship with humans and implicidy, but clearly, their obedience to
God-which is not always true of human beings. Cristiana Garzena notes:

The sacrifice of t}re cross has reconciled heaven and earth to God, has
brought the hope of salvation among humans and in the cosmos. But in this
reconciled universe Francis exposes a sharp division berween those who
were created in the image and likeness of the Son, and creatures, sisters in
Christ, who prove to be more perfecdy humble, more perfecdy simple,
more perfecdy obedient than humans (pp. I l8-19).

But obedience-said to be characteristic of all creatures except
humans, who can die in mortal sin-has an additional function in the case of
the earth:

Our sister and mother the earth, in obedience to the Genesis account, not
only produces flowers and fruits and sustains the human race of which it is

l'hornme. Trait6 moral de Philippe de Navarre, Paris 1888.
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the materia, but "governs" it. Thus Francis attributes to the most humble of
creatures an activiry that, semantically speaking, is very serious, an activity
that apparendy lacks previous aftestation in Christian biblical culture and

so requires that we be exegetically sensitive to its meaning and reasons (pp.

120-2t).

After a long and careful examination of the biblical exegetical

tradition, but also of different meanings of the verb to goaem, the meaning
and reasons for the earth's "governing" are seen essentially in the example of
fidelity to the will of the Creator.eo The idea is very old and its roots are

deep (the book's title borrows an expression from Saint Ambrose,
Hexarueron III,8, 34). It is not at all foreign to the author of the Canticle of
Brother Sun, as Garzena emphasizes:

Several times the early Franciscan sources transmit the memory of practices

or actions of Francis that involve the earth as a humble element, a model of
authentic and pure existence. Reference to the earth is very strong in many
aspects of the life of the fraternity, a life that is intent on poverty and

humility and t}at seems to find its proper place only in the earth's

nakedness. In these texts, to cling to the earth means essentially to divest

oneself of the non-essentials of the world in order to allow one's humanity

to emerge in all its creaturely frailty. It means to open oneself to the Lord's
grace by humbly entrusting oneself to his providence (p. la9).

And so once again the Canticle proves to be a text that is
complicated and intellectually much richer than a superficial reading would

indicate. Of course we would like to know more about what Saint Francis

read and the channels by which this idea of the earth's fidelity came to him.
But our wishes are destined to remain unfulfilled unless new sources are

discovered, which is unlikely. Yet we should add that careful study of the

Franciscan sources-works of Saint Francis and early testimonies-can still
uncover a great deal. Conclusions similar to those of Cristiana Garzena were

reached by Nicolb Pasero-entirely independently and without emphasis on
the earth who goveln5 g5-in a small but important work. Ffe writes:

The gifts of creation, recalls Francis, are sufficient to provide for our basic

human needs. The sun gives us light, the atmosphere with its movements

gives sustenance, water is useful, fire lights up the night, the earth gives its

eoBut in this regard it must be noted that Carlo Paolazzi, Il Cantigo 4l t*:
Sole, 89 had already sugfested the meaning "to provide food for animals," which is

also entirely relevant, ii *. shall say again in the fifth chapter. Paolazzfs work is
recommended especially for the chapter "La creazione fatta 'lode.' Commento
teologico," pp. 59-106.
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fruits. This insistence on the material aspect of the concept of divine
providence places the subject in the primary sector of the €coDornl, grving
it also an ethical justification. Human beings have no need of anything
beyond what God has provided for them in the world; to go further may be
an occasion of sin.el

This is an important note, which should be kept in mind in view of
the developments to be presented in the next chapter. But to return to our
subject, since we do not have Saint Francis's library, we must srudy the
things available to us, which are many. Leaving aside for the moment what
we have learned about the earth's example of humility in governing humans,
we should add something about studies of the Canticle's biblical sources.e2

These sources are not just copied passively, and so it is obvious that every
deviation from the sacred text may be of great interest for our
interpretation.

The emphasis has always been on two main texts: the Canticle of tbe
Tbree Young Men and Psalm 148. We already saw that the first two
biographers, Thomas of Celano and Saint Bonaventure, referred to these
passages-the first direcdy, the second more allusively. The point is to see

what these "sources" meant for Francis.

One misunderstanding should be cleared up immediately. People
have often tried to amass biblical passages as if Saint Francis's Cantick were a

cento that could be essentially reduced to the sum of those pieces. Francis
was no stranger to centos and he compiled more than one, but as Giovanni
Pozzi has shown once again, this is not the case with the Praises of tbe

Creatu.res. To clari$, this point we need to discuss the title.

fu a rule various titles are used without distinction, as we have done
here, especially the Canticle of Brotber Sun and the Praises of tbe Creatures.
But as far as we can tell, what is the real title? This is not just a matter of
curiosity-not even here. The title expresses the meaning the author wished
to give to his work, and so it could be flor the reader a precious guide in
trlnng to interpret it.

Both the Canticle of Brotber Sun and Praises of tbe Creatures have in
their favor witnesses of great antiquiry. Praises of the Creatures is the title

elPasero, Laud.es Creaturaram. Il Cantico di san Francesco, Parma: Pratiche
Editrice 1992,31.

e2The biblical (and other) sources have been systematically collected by
Branca, Il Cantico di Frate Sole,in the appendix "Conferenda," 93-101, where one can
conveniendy find "similar or parallel expressions from the Opuscuh, rhe Bible, the
liturgy and the Fathers, which in a sense are the ideas that form the Canticle's
infrastructure" (p. 9l).
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transmitted by the oldest manuscript, fusisi 138. It is a thirteenth-century
codex, but the tendenry today is to date it from the end of the century-thus
over fifry years after the saint's death (Incipiuntur [sic] laudes creaturaru.rn qaas

fecit beatus Francisru; ad laudem et honorem Dei cum esset infirrTrus apad Sanmtm

Damianum). This is also the designation-not the title, strictly speaking-
that appears in Thomas of Celano and other biographers- On the other
hand, Canticle of Brotber Sun is the title assigned by the Assisi Compilation and

the Mirror of Perfection.Inthe Assisi Cornpilation we read:

The Praises of tbe Lord that he composed, that is, "Most High, all-powerful,
good Lord," he calle d "The Canticle of Brother Stttt," who is more beautiful

than all other creatures and can be most closely compared to God.el

And in the Mirror of Perfection:

And because he considered and said that the sun is more beautiful than

other creatures, and could more easily be compared to God, especially

since, in Scripture, the Lord Himself is called tbe run oflustice; he therefore

called rhose Praises he composed for creatures when the Lord had assured

him of His kingdom the "Canticle of Brotber Sun."e4

The Assisi Corupilation arnd the Miruor of Perfeaion have come down

to us in relatively late manuscripts (early fourteenth century), but they

utilize older material going back to the saint's companions and collected in
the mid-thirteenth cenrury at the invitation of the general Crescentius of

Jesi. There is no reason to doubt their testimony in a case such as this,

where a distinction is made berween the generic designation Praises, which

refers to the content, rnd Canticle of Brother Sun, indicated as the title. But a

title such as this causes us to focus our attention @enveen the two biblical
texts always accepted as sources) mainly on the Canticle of the Three Young

Men, also because, as Pozzi has noted, Psalm 148 "reproduces in more

succinct terms the same scheme" found in chapter 3 of Daniel.es

It is essential to point out that the Canticle of tbe Tbree Young Men is

well known to anyone at all familiar with canonical prayer' since it is part of
the Liturgy of the Hours, more specifically the hour of Lauds. So it was a

text the saint was familiar with, which means that the changes he makes are

all the more significant. Once again Pozzi can serve as our guide in
describing these differences:

erAC 83; FA:ED,II, 186. Latin in FF 1598.
e42MP 119; FA:ED,III,367. Latin in FF 2044.
es"Il Cantico di Frate Sole di san Francesco," 18
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The Benedicira (cited this way by liturgists because of is first word) is
divided into four parts: 1) praise of God in the absolute (vv. 52-56); 2)
invitation to praise addressed to the angels, to heavenly and atrnospheric
creatures (w.57-73); 3) to earthly creatures, including animals (w. 82-88);
4) exhortatory closing. Francis structured rhe Canticle by adopting the same
divisions: 1) absolute praise of God; 2) firmament; 3) elements; 4) humans;
5) closing. But his list of things named is differentl he removed the angels at
the top and the animals at the bottom; he reduced heaven to the firmament
and that which is under heaven to the four elements, reducing the
meteorological phenomena to that of the air; and to humaniry as a whole
that which Daniel limited to Israel. He shifted the concepts of holiness,
justice and humility of heart to those of pardon and infirmity, justice and
sin.... The last verse combines the genre of laud in the strict sense with
genres that are closely related. If to praise means to proclaim the greatness
of the divine being, then to give thanks means to extol the effects of his
activity, to bless means to refer to him the good he has rendered to the
creature, and to serve him in humility means to praise him in things.e6

What strikes readers most when they compare the Canticle ,J
Brother Sun with the Canticle of the Three Yoang Men-and what may also be
a reason for questioning the model's real consistency-is the radical change
of mentality and setting. Saint Francis seems able to transfer its blessing and
praise to the intellectual climate of his time. It is an important innovation,
for it shows the need for concreteness, which is typical of Saint Francis. We
see, for example, the appearance of the elements-air, water, fire, earth-
foreign to the Old Testament tradition, but very much alive in the mentality
of the time. But even on this point things are not self-evident, and while
Saint Francis accepts the intellectual data of his time, it is not a passive
acceptance. The usual thing was to list the elements from heaviest to lightest
(earth-water-air-fire) or viceversa (fire-air-water-earth). But in the Canticle
this order is not observed. In the Canticle we go from the middle of the usual
list to the outside, and from the lightest of the middle pair we go to the
heaviest of the outside pair, passing through the heaviest of the middle and
the lightest of the outer, resulting in the sequence: air-water-fire-earth.
What does this procedure mean? Can we see it as an increasing importance
being given to humans until we reach the earth, which sustains and governs
us with that example of humble obedience pointed out by Cristiana
Garzena? Possibly, and in that case we would have another element that
shows just how complicated is the Canticle's structure, appearances
norwithstanding. But the very complexity of the changes that must be
attributed to Saint Francis in his relationship with Psalm 148, and especially

e6"Il Cantico di Frate Sole di san Francesco," 18-[9.
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with the Canticle of the Tbree Young Men, may leave us feeling dissatisfied. It
almost seems as if the Canticle inherited from the hymn of the three youths
its title and some characteristic expressions like the word benedicite-in
short, the external elements-while its structure and deeper meaning seem

to have no connection with it.

What we have tried to say up until now makes it unlikely that
Francis limited himself to oral transmission. The facts gathered by scholars,
especially in recent years, are too many and too subtle and tenuous for us to
accept without hesitation the idea that a structure so skillfully organized
could have been passed on through sheer rote-learning, without suffering
any changes.

It remains to say something about other interpretations-some of
them recent-besides those presented thus far. I will just mention the
position defended by Raoul Manselli and followers such as Pasero in Laudes

Creaturaranr, especially pages 68-69 and 77-78. According to them, the
Canticle was also directed against the Cathars and thus against those who
regarded the physical world as the work of the devil. On the other hand,

because it fits in better with the interpretation of Francis's work given in
these pages, I will spend more time on the work by Eloi Leclerc mentioned
earlier.

Leclerc, too, stresses the importance of the material world (see

especially pages 2l-23). But he uses it chiefly for considerations of another
kind, which aim directly at the heart of the Canticle, when he writes:

Everything is filled with light, so much so that we might readily mistake the
character of the poem and see in it simply the expression of an idyllic vision
of the world and life. We must guard against such a mistake, for it would
mean we had forgotten the circumstances in which the hymn of praise

came to be written, and failed to take into account that Francis's life was a

daily struggle, filled with keen suffering. The Canticle, we must remember,
came at the climax of a long pilgrimage marked by trials and struggles- The
fact that the poem radiates light and serenity is proof that the poet has

achieved a profound and complete reconciliation with the primal vital
powers of his own psyche.eT

Leclerc's working hypothesis, formulated immediately after, is that
the Canticle is the symbolic language of this profound reconciliation of
Francis with the totality of his psyche. Seen thus, the final verses on pardon

and death are in no way merely an addition, as maintained by the Assisi

eTleclerc, Le Cantique des Criatures, 42 [English trans. The Canticle of
Creatures: Symbols of Union, Chicago: Franciscan Herald Press, 1977,281.
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Cornpihtion and even more clearly by the Mhror of Perfenion, b:ut rather the
celebration of a man fully reconciled.

This reconciliation takes place through renunciation, not primarily
the renunciation of material goods, but-much more radically-of his own
will. Saint Francis says this in other places as well. He spells it out in his
Adruonitions, in these words:

The Lord said to Adam: Eat of every tree; you may not eat, however, of the
tree of the knowledge of good and evil.

He was able to eat of every tree of paradise, because he did not sin as long
as he did not go against obedience. For that person eats of the tree of the
knowledge of good who makes his will his own and, in this way, exalts

himself over the good things the Lord says and does in him. And so,

through the suggestion of the devil and the uansgression of the command,
it became the apple of the knowledge of evil. Therefore it is fitting that he
suffer the punishment.es

This is not an isolated case. As Leclerc himself notes, Francis spoke
to his followers several times, especially in the Admonitiozs, urging them to
rid tlremselves of their desire to possess, even though, as Paolazzi has noted,
we can boast of one thing. He says:

Perfect )oy of spirit does not consist in the great works humans think they
are accomplishing by their own power, while it is really God who is acting
through them, but in being able to accept with Christ the cross of suffering
and rejection by their brothers.ee

In this itinerary of poverty sought and accepted, the Canticle occupies a

preeminent place, and it is worth noting that a scholar like Leclerc, who
accepts the version of the Assisi Compilation arnd the Mirror of Perfeaioz on its
composition in several stages, sees the verses on pardon and death as

additions. But for him these additions are perfectly consistent with the rest

and, when all is said and done, essential to an overall understanding of the
Praises of tbe Creatures.

Leclerc's reflections, if added to what has been said here
(especially in the second chapter), confirm the interpretation of the Cantide
we have proposed. The fact that Francis saw in his own will a temptation-
perhaps the greatest and most dangerous temptation-agrees fully with what
the sources tell us, albeit in a veiled manner, about the "great temptation"

e8Adm II; FA:ED 1,129;FF 26-27.
eePaolazzi 

r "Francesco d'fusisi, la'lode,' il'Cantico' . . . r" 104.
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that culminated in the night of the "assurance" and led to the Canticle of
Brotber Sun. /nd all of this also agrees with what we can see of last two years
of the saint's life, characterized by suffering, but also by the acceptance of an
Order that owed its origin and growth to him, but (as he now probably
realized) did not belong to him.

From this standpoint the Canticle acquires a deeper meaning as

prayer, as Giovanni Pozzi clearly saw. Although he does not interpret the
mice as a temptation of the devil, in the end his interpretation is not all that
different, and it is to his words that we must turn once again. Speaking of
the interior experiences that led to the Praises, he writes:

We can easily reconstruct them if we reflect on t}re circumstances in which
the Canticle was composed. One morning, after a night of extreme
suffering caused by his eye sickness and the mice running through his cell
of mats, he was consoled toward dawn by a heavenly vision assuring him of
his eternal salvation. Many of us have experienced nights of sickness and
insomnia. The mice that were tormenting him must have seemed to him a

symbol of that evil, elusive but relendess, which eats away at creation. The
wolf, which had become gentle at his prayer, had deluded him into
believing that he had escaped into the freedom of the glory of the children
of God. But now it took only a tiny and treacherous creature, one he could
not tame, to serve as a cruel reminder of evil's overwhelming power over
people. The darkness of the night, together with that of his own painful
blindness, joined with the darkness of his spirit to form a single sad and
gloomy image.

But suddenly with the external clarity of dawn came the inner clarity of
grace, reassuring him of his final destiny. This gave a different meaning to
his suffering. The usual image of a harmonious world, the vehicle of divine
praise, overcomes the confusion brought on by evil....

After this journey from grammar to prayer, I would like to think that we
could agree on one point: We moderns who encounter the text of Francis
must not do so on the level of sentimentality, but rather on the level of a

relendess probing into the essence of things, in order to touch there the
presence of God.loo

In this chapter we have tried to call to mind some of the most
authoritative interpretations of the Canticle, trFlng also to harmonize them
as much as possible. In this we are far from having exhausted the
interpretations-a goal that in any case is completely foreign to the present

t0oPozzi, Su.l Cantico di frate Sole. Di grammatica in pregbiera, 15-16

[Giovanni Pozzi, "Canticle of Brother Sun: From Grammar to Prayer," Greyfriars
Reaiaa 4:l (1990) 1-21.
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contribution. Pozzi's words just cited, where he speaks of a "relentless
probing into the essence of things, in order to touch there the presence of
God," not only sum up the heart of the matter about this writing of Saint
Francis; they also enable us to move on to the last stage of our journey,
convinced that it is still possible to go a bit further in our understanding of
the text.
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v
The Canticle and the Our Father

In the preceding pages we have tried to give at least a brief idea of
the spectrum of opinions on the fundamental meaning of Saint Francis's
Cantich. fu we saw, the picrure is so blurry that readers not directly involved
in the discussion find it hard to get their bearings. If we now add that the
picture sketched here is far from complete, it may send them into shock.
And yet it is necessary, as an introduction to what will be said afterward, to
mention some extraordinary pages devoted to our text by one of the greatest
scholars of the twentieth centurlrr Leo Spitzer.

More and better than anyone else, Spitzer focused attention on one
clear and unambiguous fact: there is a radical difference in structure and

tone bet'ween the beginning and the end of the Canticle. In the first part,
based on the models provided by Psalm 148 and rhe Canticle of the Tbree

Young Men (Dan 3:52-90), Saint Francis calls creatures together to exhort
them to praise God, or to praise God because of or through them,
depending on the different interpretations of per. But in the last part he

speaks to humans in words and accents that are very different from those

used earlier. In the passage that best condenses and summarizes his

observations, Spitzer writes:

It is clear that the hlo., suddenly changes from a universal chorus of the
various creatures praising God to a sermon addressed to humans

contaminated by original sin. We see that the preacher is not afraid to use

threatening words to persuade believers to do penance. In order to frighten
them he purposely chooses colors that are quite dark, and although death is

called "sister," she is by no means that kindly being evoked by Casella, but
death the leveler who spares no one, from whom "no one living can

escape."lol

If we take this viewpoint, another old problem resurfaces, that of
the Canticle's unity and ultimately its artistic merits. Its unity was-and is-
questioned or denied by many, based on the accounts in some of the most
authoritative Franciscan sources, which as we said earlier divide its

l0ll. Spitzer, "Nuove considerazioni sul 'Cantico di Frate Sole,"' in his

Studi italiani, ed. Claudio Scarpati, Milan: Vita e Pensiero, 1976 (Letteratura e

cultura dell'Italia unita, 4),43-70. He is referring to the study by Mario Cassella, "Il
cantico delle creature," Studi medieaali l'6 (1949-1950) 102-34. Like all his studies,
this one is fundamental, and it is unfortunate that we cannot mention and discuss it
here except in the context of Spitzer's disagreement.
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composition into two or three stages. But Spitzer raised the same objection
based on an internal examination of the text, not allowing himself to be
influenced by the external elements. Yet immediately after he presented it,
Spitzer rejected the idea of an asymmetrical and unpoetic skewing of the
text, pointing to its litany-like tone as the work's unifring element.
Borrowing an idea put forward over five cenruries ago by Mark of Lisbon,
he noted that it moves from praises to beatitudes, from song to human
beings and their responsibilities. And with the latter comes the possible risk
of infidelity to the divine will and thus the risk of eternal damnation. Spitzer
concluded:

We can say that this unity of lyric tone, an elegiac tone for disturbing
dogmatic truths, transforms that second part of the h)mr which is a Dies
irae into tn Allehia, in accord with the spirit of the entire psalm, which in
this way achieves its total artistic unity.r02

Of less interest at the moment are the work's artistic and conceptual
unity. Instead, guided by the observations of Spitzer and others, we must try
to examine more closely the question of the underlying model that
determines the text's structure, tone and images. This is a difficult and
dangerous route to take, but to lessen the risks we have Spitzer's invaluable
comments on the Canticle's essential unity despite the obvious and easy-to-
identifl, differences between the first and second part. In the first part
Spitzer refers to praises (and thus to Psalm 148 and the Book of Daniel) and
in the second to beatirudes (and thus to the Sermon on the Mount in
Matthew 5), which through human sin can turn into curses. But we would
like to see whether this reference is the only one possible, and above all
whether it is the most satisfactory.

Some remarks by Pozzi and Paolazzi rre helpful in this regard.
Carlo Paolazzi has mentioned in passing that the Cantich is related to the
Our Father, the prayer taught by Jesus to his disciples and transmitted, in
different forms, by Matthew and Luke. Paolazzi put his finger on a crucial
point, an essential web of biographical experience, reflections, literary and

poetic expression, when he wrote:

The day he Ieft the world, in the presence of his fellow citizens and the
bishop of Assisi, the son of Pietro Bernardone had put an end to all earthly
fatherhood and made this plan of life his own: "From now on I will say

freely: 'Our Father who art in heaven,"' sensing perhaps only vaguely what
the Canticle states explicidy: the immense family of creatures, so full of

ro2"Nuove considerazionir" 57. The "psalm," of course, is the Canticle itself.
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colors and life, enables us to contemplate clearly the face of the Father who
has made all things, spiritual and corporal, and they bear a likeness of him,
they are a reflection of his beauty and his provident love.r0l

Giovanni Pozzi has made it clear that the characteristic passive form
"praised be you" is closely related to the analogous "hallowed be your name"
of the Our Father. This was mentioned earlier, along with Pozzi's
numerological analysis of certain elements of the Canticle, from which we
can see the importance Saint Francis attributed to certain numbers,
especially the number nine. But a similar study of other elements can also be
done, with the avowed purpose of comparing the Canticle and the Our
Fatber, which converging evidence shows to be closer than we might think.
And the more unexpected and impressive the results, the harder it will be to
attribute them to quirks of fate.

Before we begin our journey, it will be useful to have before us the
things we are going to compare. This would seem to require that we place
the two texts side by side on the same page. For the Canticb we naturally
give the text already discussed in the third chapter. But for the Our Fatber
we use, not the form in which it is found in the Gospel according to
Matthew (to say nothing of the very different form found in Luke), but the
form adopted by the lirurgy. The elements to be examined are highlighted-
either with boldface, underlining or italics.

rorC. Paolazzi Il Contico di {rate So/e, Genoa: Marietti, 1992 (Le voci della
preghiera, 5), l4-15.

Pater noster ctui es in caelis, Altissimu, onnipotente, bon Signore,

sanctifi cetur nomen tuum, tue so'le laude, la gloria e l'honore et onne

benedictione.

adveniat regnum tuum, Ad te solo, Altissimo, se konfane,

fiat voluntas tua sicut in
caelo et in terra.

et nullu homo Ene dignu te mentovare

Pane nostruae quotidianum
danobis hodie

Laudato sie, mi' Signore, cum tucte le tue
creature,

et dimitte nobis debita

nostra,

spetialmente messor lo frate sole,

sicut et nos dimittimus
debitoribus nostris,

lo qual E iorno, et allumini noie perluie.

inducas inet ne nos

tentationem

Et ellu E bellu e radiante cum grande

splendore:

sed libera nos a malo. de te, Altissimo, porta significatione.
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Laudato si', mi' Signore, per sora luna e Ie
stelle:

in celu l'ii formate clarite et pretiose et
belle.

Laudato si', mi'Signore, per frate vento

et per aere et nubilo et sereno et onne

tempo,
per lo quale a le tue creature diie
sustentamento.

Laudato si', Eri'Signore, per sor'aqua,
la quale i multo utile et humile et pretiosa et
casta.

Laudato si', 4qi'Signore, per frate focu,
per lo quale ennallumini la nocte

ed ello E bello et iocundo et robustoso et
forte.

Laudato si', mi' Signore, per sora nostra

matre terra,
la quale ne sustenta et governa,

et produce diversi fructi con coloriti flori et
herba.

Laudato si', mi' Signore, per quelli ke

perdonano per lo tuo amore

et sostengo infirmitate et tribulatione.
Beati quelli ke 'l sosterrano in pace,

ka da te, Altissimo, sirano incoronati.

Laudato si', mi' Signore, per sora nostra

morte corporale,
da la quale nullu homo vivente pb skappare:

guai a.cquelli ke morrano ne le peccata

mortali;
beati quelli ke trovari ne le tue sanctissime

voluntati,
ka la morte secunda no'l farri male.

Laudate e benedicete mi' Signore et
rengratiate

e serviateli cum grande humilitate.
Our Father who art in
heaven,

Most High, all-powerful, good Lord,

hallowed be your name, Yours are the praises, the glory, and the
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honor, and all blessing.

your kingdom come, To You alone, Most Hiqh, do they belong,

your will be done on earth
as in heaven.

and no human is worthy to mention Your
name.

Give u.s today our daily
bread

Praised be You, my Lord, with all Your
creatures,

and forgive u.s our debts, especially Sir Brother Sun,

as we forgtrve oar debtors, who is the day and through whom You give

zs light.
and lead t$
temptation,

not rnto And he is beautiful and radiant with great

splendor;

but deliver zs from evil. and bears a likeness of You, Most High
One.

Praised be You, my Lord, through Sister

Moon and the stars,

in heaven You formed them clear and
precious and beautiful.

Praised by You, my Lord, through Brother
Wind,
and through the air, cloudy and serene, and

every kind of weather,

through whom You give sustenance to Your
creatures.

Praised be You, my Lord, through Sister

Water,

who is very useful and humble and precious

and chaste.

Praised be You, my Lord, through Brother
Fire,

through whom You light the night,
and he is beautiful and playfrrl and robust

and strong.

Praised be You, my Lord, through ozr Sister

Mother Earth,

who sustains and governs us,

and who produces various fruits with
colored flowers and herbs.

Praised be You, my Lord, through those

who give pardon for Your love,

and bear infirmity and tribulation.
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If we obserye the occurrences of the personal prononns and
possessive adjectives in the two texts, we cannot help but notice a very
measured correspondence. In the Our Father the pronoun zs and the
adjective oar tppear nine times in their different Latin forms, while your in
its various Latin forms occurs three times. The numbers in the Canticle are
identical: nine occurrences of. you or yoar, nine of rny (always in the
expression "my Lord,"'*), three in all of the possessive our (always in the
feminine singular nostra) and the stressed pronoun as = Ttui. Also to be
mentioned, but not added to the count, is the unstressed and proclitic form
of the pronoun us = Tt€ ("who sustains and governs usr" referring to the
earth).

What we have is a situation by no means obvious: the Canticle seems
to allude, in hidden and still largely unexplored ways, to the Lord's Prayer.Tt
is as if Saint Francis wanted to tell his hearers or readers, but without saylng
so explicidy, that the blueprint of rJne Our Fatber is essential to the origin of
the Praises of tbe Creatu,res and so also to their understanding. A table of the
data I intend to discuss will make things easier for those who wish to go
further and move from recognition of the fact to its interpretation.

Our Father

you./your

ticleCan

our

9 3

us/our

3

you/yours

9

'oThese numbers were already pointed out and interpreted by Poza, *
mentioned in the third chapter, alt}ough he did not relate them to the Our Father.

Blessed are those who endure in peace

for by You, Most High, shall they be
crowned.

Praised be You, Eqg Lord, through oar Sister
Bodily Death,

from whom no one livine can escape.

Woe to those who die in mortal sin.

Blessed are those whom death will find in
Your most holy will,
for the second death shall do them no harm.

Praise and bless 4qy Lord and give Him
thanls
and serve Him with great humility.
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The situation becomes complicated, for while Saint Francis shows

that he is inspired by the strucrure of the Our Father for the distribution o[
possessives and personal pronouns, he clearly deviates from it when he

reverses the frequency of occurrences. The adjective our appeared nine times

in the Our Father, b:ut in the Canticle nine is reserved for the pronoun and

possessive of the second person rather than the first, and it is singular rather
than plural. We see the same phenomenon with the number three. Reserved

for you/your in the Our Father, it is assigned to us/our in the Canticle, with the

same change of person and number-from the second person to the first and

from singular to plural.

What should we conclude from this? Certainly, first of all, that the
Canticle has close (but not obvious) ties with the Our Father, yet is not
modeled on it. But to say this does not add much to what a simple reading of
the two texts already suggests, namely that Saint Francis's work can in no
way be read as a kind of paraphrase of the Our Fatber. Another possible

response is also to be rejected at once, namely that Francis alludes to the
Lord's Prayer in order to distance himself from it, and that he distances

himself from it in order to stress that he is choosing a different approach.

This solution would be most unsatisfacto{r for it would not do justice to the

saint's whole spirituality and his life choices, which led him to adopt the Our
Fatber as his text for daily meditation and his chief prayer, so much so that
one of his relatively few Opuscula is acrually a paraphrase or commentary on

the Our Father.tos The hypothesis to be accepted and followed is certainly a

different one, and it is a hypothesis based firmly on the sources.

If we reconsider the accounts already used in the first part o[ this

book, we cannot overlook the fact that the Canticle was composed the day

after the night of the "assurance." In other words, it was after the night in
which, following a severe inner conflict probably aggravated by the

temptations represented by the mice, Saint Francis was assured of his eternal

salvation and at the same time regained peace of soul through complete

acceptance of God's will for him and his work. The little treasures of this

*orld, including fidelity to the original structure of the brothers' life,

yielded, in that mysterious and dramatic night, to the immense treasure of
the divine reward. Like Christ at the beginning of his passion, Saint Francis

uttered his fiat uolantas tua, words he had said and meditated on many times

while reciting the Our Father.In short, we must start with the hypothesis

that the saini, after years of praying the Our Father, was assured that night
that his prayer had been heard and answered. In this view the Canticle would
join the Our Fatber, not in a kind of incompatible countermelody, but in a

ro5latin text in FF I l5-16; English ranslation in FA:ED I, 158-60.
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hy*, of thanksgiving and praise to God for having heard the petitions
addressed to him by Francis.

If this is to be our working hypothesis, a first test can be done at
once and without difficulty. Actually, there is no question that the difference
in tone berween the first and last part, asserted by many and with particular
force by Leo Spitzer, corresponds exactly to the similar change that takes
place in the Our Father.By way of the transitional invocation "give us today
our daily bread" we come to humans, oblige them to forgive, and ask that
they be delivered from evil. It must be noted that this distinction between
the two parts of the Lord's Prayer has been part of the exegetical tradition
since the time of the Church Fathers. Not surprisingly, Saint Francis
meditated on it and made it his own. But we will touch on these questions
later. For the moment it is more important to note that the last part of the
Canticle, if interpreted as indicated, seems to be inspired by the last part of
the Our Father. Corresponding to "forgive us our debts as we forgive our
debtors" is the verse on pardon, and corresponding to "lead us not into
temptation" is the verse on death, quite understandable in one who had just
been assured of a passage to eternal happiness, which only death-physical
death-could bring about.

On the other hand, this verse's fearsomeness has to be greatly
diminished, for while it is true that Saint Francis issues a warning to those
who die in mortal sin, it is also true that such a warning is just that, and it
leads to the consoling prospect of a holy death, free from punishment:

Praised be You, my Lord, through our Sister Bodily Death,
from whom no one living can escape.
Woe to those who die in mortal sin.
Blessed are those whom death will find in Your most holy will,
for the second death shall do them no harm.

Flere death has a connotation that is above all consoling; it is the
gate that leads to true life. We have linguistic evidence of this, usually hardly
noticed and yet important. Throughout the Canticle the word "sister" (the
analogue of "brother") occurs a number of times and is used for any creature
of feminine gender. On the other hand, the expression "our sister" occurs
only rwice, used the first time for the earth and the second time for death.
We will add a few other brief remarks about the earth in a moment, but for
now we should note that it is what sustains and governs us, thus making
possible our temporal life, while death is that which enables us to pass to
eternal life. So it is probably no accident that the earth and death are also
united by the expression "ou.r sister," with a positive connotation in both
cases since they are conditions of our life in this world and in the next. But
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\ /e can arrive at entirely similar considerations and conclusions by another
approach, namely by comparing the passage in the Canticle with another
work o[ Saint Francis, the Lener tu the Faitbful.

There are two versions of the Letter, the oldest being prior to 1221,
while the second goes back to the last years of the saint's life, probably a

little before the Canticle.r06 In the first version, which is shorter, as well as in
the longer version, it is an exhortation to penance, based on the contrast
benveen those who do penance, and those who do not but instead live
unmindful of their eternal destiny and end up dying in mortal sin.

For the limited purposes of our study, the rwo versions do not
present any important differences. The later version, however, being closer
in time to the Canticle,lends itself better to a comparison with that work.
And the comparison brings out the differences in emphasis and meaning
between the two works with regard to the same questions.

Leo Spitzer spoke of a "sermon" when referring to the last part of
the Praises of the Creatures, which contains the verses on pardon and death.
The real sermon, however, is not in the Canticle but in the Lener.It is here,
in this exhortation to penance, that Saint Francis addresses the faithful in
order to deter them from sin and turn them to penance, using an impressive
sequence that reaches its climax in the famous last page devoted to the death
of the unrepentant man. Let us re-read that page:

The body becomes weak, death approaches, relatives and friends come

saying: "Put your affairs in order." Look, his wife and children, relatives
and friends pretend to cry. Glancing about, he sees them weeping and is
moved by an evil impulse. He says, thinking to himself, "See, I place my
soul and body, all that I have in your hands." In fact, that man is cursed
who entrusts and places his soul and body and all he has in such hands, for,
as the Lord says through the prophet, Cu.rsed is tbe one wbo trusts in anotber.

And immediately they make a priest come. The priest says to him: "Do you
want to receive penance for all your sins?" "I do," he responds. "Do you
wish to make satisfaction, as far as you can, out of your wealth, for what you
have done and the ways in which you have cheated and deceived people?"

"No," he responds. "Why not?" the priest asks. "Because I have placed

everything in the hands of my relatives and friends." And the wretched man

begins to lose his speech and so dies.

rffiThis is the opinion held by Roberto Rusconi (and others) in his article on
Francis of fusisi in the Dizionaio biografico degli haliani,vol.49, Rome: Istituto della
Enciclopedia Italiana, 1997, 664-678. Flowever, the chronology of the Opuscah is

notoriously uncertain.
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But let everyone know that whenever and however someone dies in mortal
sin without making amends when he could have [done so] and did not, the
devil snatches his soul from his body with such anguish and distress that no
one can know [what it is like] except the one experiencing it.

And every talent and power and knowledge that he thought he had will be

takm away fram, birn. A'nd he leaves his relatives and friends and they take
and divide his wealth and, afterwards, they say: "Ler his soul be cursed
because he could have given us more and acquired more than he distributed
to us!" Worms eat his body and so he loses his body and soul in this brief
world and goes to hell where he will be tortured without end.r07

The description, made livelier by the conversations, is impressive;
indeed, a first reading shows that it is far removed from the atmosphere of
the Canticle. In the Lener our attention is focused not on the death of the
just man, btit on that of the sinner. To use Spitzer's expression, this is
definitely a "sermon" constructed to show the consequences of a life
deveoted exclusively to material goods. The situation in the Canticle is
completely different-opposite in fact. There the death of sin is mentioned,
but then our attention is directed to the holy death of those who live doing
God's will. The difference in structure is very clear. In the Lener the
exhortation to penance concludes with the description of a death in mortal
sin, while in the Praises the sequence ends with the emphasis on a blessed
death. Corresponding to the difference in structure of the two works is a

radical difference in tone, the result of their two differenr funcrions. One is a
sernon addressed to people; the other is praise addressed to God.

Viewed thus, the Canticle, even in what appears to be its darkest
section, is really more of a cry o[ deliverance. To borrow Spitzer's imagery
once again, it is like the alleluia of a man who, assured of his salvation, sees

death not as the antechamber to punishment, but as the way to the promised
reward, which is final deliverance from evil. And, in an extreme outpouring
of generosity toward others, he points out to everyone the dangers of a life
of perdition, from which he finally knows he has been forever delivered.

We can now move from the last part of the Canticle to the middle
section, which is dominated by mention of the four elements: air, fire, water,
earth. The corresponding phrase in the Our Fatber, in the same section of
the text, is "give us today our daily bread." Once again the parallelism, so
well hidden as to be almost invisible unless we recall the rough sketch that is
the Our Fatber, becomes evident when the Canticle is systematically
compared to the Lord's Prayer following our working hypothesis that they
are closely related. In t}e Lord.'s Prayer Christ urged tis to ask the Father for

r07FA:ED I, 50-51; Latin Text in FF 85-86.
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our daily bread; in the Praises Saint Francis thanks and praises God because
we are assured of food through the creatures that make it possible for us to
feed ourselves and live. The wind and the heavens, alternating between
clouds and serene, allow the earth's fruits to ripen; water, chaste but above
all precious, provides an essential element for life; fire transmits its
robustness to humans by warming them; and finally there is the earth, our
sister and mother, which concludes the short list and sums it up.

That the verses on the elements are for Saint Francis L

remembrance of the words "give us today our daily bread" and in fact
thanksgiving for a prayer that has just been heard, is also shown by lexical
data. It is shown first of all by the fact that the beginning and end o[ this
part contain an explicit and quasi-technical verb: "to sustain" or "to give
sustenance." Through the wind and the changing heavens God gives
sustenance to creatures (line l4), and the earth sustains us (line 2l). But
there is also the other verb attributed to the earth: "to govern." Cristiana
Garzena has devoted many beautiful pages to this verse, with particular
attention to this line, and so readers should refer back to what was said in
the previous chapter. Also to be kept in mind is Paobzzi's keen and concise
observation that "one of the accepted meanings of the term goaem, still used
in regional Italian dialects, is specifically'to provide food for animals."'r08

So, after the last parts of the two texts, the middle parts also seem to
confirm the hypothesis of a parallelism between rwo. But if, as is becoming
evident from the verses devoted to the elements, Saint Francis is thanking
God for the food he provides for us through creatures, could we go further
and seek in these verses the key to understanding not only what the saint is
saying but also what he does not mention, although we would expect him
to? I am thinking, of course, of animals, whose absence in the Canticle has
been noted with amazement by all and deplored by many.r0e But if we are
willing to see the Our Father as the reference text, as the prayer that has

been heard, for which the Canticle is the act of thanksgiving, we can see

clearly enough that it would have been hard to find room for animals.
Perhaps the only passage where they might have been mentioned was the
one we are discussing, the one that corresponds to "give us today our daily
bread." But no sooner do we raise the possibility than we can see at once
that it does not fit with Saint Francis's sensitivity toward animals. No one

t0sPaolazzi, Il Cantico di frate Sole, 89.
l0eHere again, for the extremely interesting hypotheses advanced to

overcome the problem of a presumed lacuna, it is useful to consult Spitzer, "Nuove
considerazioni," 53-54. But of course this is only one explanation among the many
possible, for there is scarcely a modern article on the Canticle that has not at least
noted the absence of animals.
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imagines that the saint would have us think of animals only as food or view
them chiefly from that standpoint. What was obvious for water or the fruits
of the earth was unthinkable for animals. In the biographies of Francis of
fusisi, and in the sources in general, signs of affection for all sorts of
animals-from birds to worms to bees-occur so often that we hardly know
which to cite. One passage among the more important is perhaps the one in
number 60 of Thomas of Celano's First Life:

Once while he was staying near the town of Greccio, a certain brother
brought him a live rabbit caught in a trap. Seeing it, the most blessed man

was moved with tenderness. "Brother rabbit," he said, "come to me. Why
did you let yourself get caught?" As soon as the brother holding it let go,

the rabbit, without any prompting, took shelter with the holy man, as in a

most secure place, resting in his bosom. After it had rested there for a litde
while, the holy father, caressing it with motherly affection, let it go, so that
now free it would return to the woods. fu often as it was Put on the ground,
it rushed back to the holy man's lap, so he told the brothers to carry it away

to the nearby forest. Something similar happened with another litde rabbit,

a wild one, when he was on the island in the Lake of Perugia.rr0

But this is only one example, which can be reinforced, if need be, by
a passage taken not from works by others, but from the saint's own Opusaila-

At the end of the Salutation of tbe Vimteq he wrote:

Holy Obedience confounds
every corporal and carnal wish,

binds its mortified body
to obedience of the Spirit

and obedience to one's brother,
so that it is

subject and submissive
to everyone in the world,

not only to people
but to every beast and wild animal as well

that they may do whatever they want with it
insofar as it has been given to them

from above by the Lord.rrr

Thus the absence of animals is neither a lacuna nor an anomaly. It is

due to the structure of the Our Fatber and the gifts that are asked from God

rroFF 460: FA:ED 1,235.
rrrFF 175: FA:ED I, 165.
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in it. But needless to say this adds another piece of evidence-indirect yet no
less solid-about the relationship that links the Canticle to the Lord's Prayer.

More general perhaps, since they depend less on the personality of
Saint Francis, are the points of contact betrreen the beginning of the Praises
of the Creatures and the beginning of the Our Fatber. But they do exist and
must be noted. Corresponding to "who art in heaven" are certainly "Most
High" and probably also "all-powerful," while "Father" gives rise to the
expression "good Lord." The invocation "hallowed be your name" is

transformed, in Francis's exultation, into full recognition that to God alone
belong "the praises, the glory, and the honor, and all blessing." Saint Francis
develops the petition for the kingdom and the desire that all creation in
heaven and on earth faithfully obey God's will, aware that this is really so,
for in obeying God all creatures are filled with his glory. Hence they are
beautiful and even able, in the case of the sun, to serve as an image of the
Creator. Finally, the acknowledgment that God is totally above humans and
that every attempt by them to acquire what does not belong to them is vain,
is extended to include everything. Thus the insistence on the adjective your,
so characteristic of the first part of the Our Father and so effectively placed
at the end of each member of the sentence ("sanctificerur nomen tu.urn,
adveniat regnum fii.un , fiat voluntas tua"), is expressed by Saint Francis with
full acknowledgment that humans are so much lower than God that they
cannot even pronounce his name.

And so the structure and elements of the Our Father can also be
seen in the beginning verses if we make an effort to look for them. The
result, if we abandon our backward journey and retrace our steps through
the Canticle from beginning to end, is what has been said several times at
various points in these pages. Although Saint Francis makes partial use of
Psalm 148 and the Canticle of tbe Three Young Men from the book of Daniel,
he does so in order to reshape the images in these texts and force these texts
into a scheme that derives, not from them, but from the Our Father.

We would like to find in the sources an explicit, clear, and definitive
confirmation of what \Me have been saylng and reconstructing, but they 

^re ^bit reticent. Still, it is not hard to guess what the silence conceals and brings
to the surface a passage that is buried, but essential-provided, of course,
that we interpret the Canticle as the thanksgiving hymn of a saint who has

been assured of his salvation and is mentally going through the invocations
of the Our Fatber (which he has prayed many times), and for each of them
giving voice to his song of joy, with free variations on the theme they
suggest. The sources, as we were saying, are t bit obscure. To see this we
need only re-read the Assisi Corupihtioa, which after describing the night of
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tribulations that ended in the "assurance," continues as follows, speaking of
Francis:

The next morning on rising, he said to his companions: "If the emperor

were to grve a whole kingdom to one of his servants, shouldn't he gready

rejoice? But, what if it was the whole empire, wouldn't he reioice even

more?" And he said to them: "I must rejoice gready in my illnesses and

troubles and be consoled in the Lord, giving thanks always to God the

Father, to His only Son, our Lord Jesus Christ, and to the Holy Spirit for

such a great grace and blessing. In His merry He has given me, His

unwo.thy little servant still living in the flesh, the promise of His kingdom'

"Therefore for His praise, for our consolation and for the edification of our

neighbor, I want to write a new Praise of the Lord for his creatures, which

we use every day, and without which we cannot live. Through them the

human ,r".'gr"r,ly offends the Creator, and every day we are ungrateful

for such great graces, because we do not praise, as we should, our Creator

and the Giver of all good."

Sitting down, he began to meditate and then said: "Most High all-powerful,

good Lord."ll2

Between the first and second part of the episode there is a clear

break. What sense does it make to say that he wants to thank the Father,

Son and Holy Spirit after the "assurance" has taken place, and then add that

therefore he- has decided to compose 4a new Praise of the Lord for his

creatures"? Above all, what does it mean when he goes on to explain that the

human race owes very much to creatures, without which \Me cannot live?

Everphing becomes clear if we insert between the two elements preserved

by tire sources the link that is now missing, but which must have been

present in Saint Francis's mind: 1) God has granted me salvation and I must

thank him. 2) How can I give him the thanks and praise he deserves? He has

heard my prayer, the Our Father, and so I must thank and praise him for his

gifts, which he has bestowed on me through crearures. 3) Therefore I intend

io 
"o*po 

se a Canticle of praise for creatures, whom my Lord uses to nourish

me in soul and body.

Such must have been Saint Francis's thought process' if we accept

the interpretation of the Cantide proposed in these pages. But this leads to
one inescapable conclusion: if this is the situation, the Prakes of tbe Creatures

cannot have been composed at different times, with the verses on pardon

and death being added later, but rather on a single occasion. Not that we are

questioning the basic truthfulness of the sources on the worPs origin. But

rr2AC 83, FA:ED I, 185-86; FF 1596-98.
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we recognize that the dependence of the Canticle on the Our Fatber demands

that- we interpret the details of the storf, especially in the Miror of
Perfeaion, as the very understandable tendency to turn a memorabll
performance-before the bishop and the podesth, or at the news that death
was imminent-into a moment after the text had been written and
completed. The internal examination started by pozzi and expanded upon
here admits of no other solution.

Nor does it seem open to question that a link berween the praises
and the Our Fatber was detected by the most extraordinary interpreter Saint
Francis ever had. Paolazz| with his usual acumen, observed:

In the total absenge of explicit or implicit citations of the Canticle in early
poetic literature, both sacred and profane, Dante stands out as the great
exception. In Canto )([ of rhe Purgatorio (paralleling paradiso X[, the 

""rrtoof Francis) he has the prideful paraphrase with the hrst petition of the Our
Father with the words of the humble bard of fusisi: ..praised be your name
and power / by every creature, as is fitting / to render thanks for your sweet
breath."lll

I think we should go further and say that Dante did not limit himself to an
elegant reprise of the Canticle in the canto of the purgatorio that parallels the
one in the Paradiso dominated by the figure of Saint Francis. I am convinced
that by placing the citation in his paraphrase of the Our Fatber he wanted to
show that he undersrood very well the extraordinary significance of the
Canticle as praise of God by Francis, the alter Chrimts, for having heard the
prayer taught by Christ. That all of this takes place in the canro
corresponding to the one in which, in the heaven of the Sun, Saint Thomas
eulogizes the seraphic saint, is a further proof of Dante,s genius. The
wires-extremely thin but of strongest steel-with which Dante constructs
his impressive nenrork of connections correspond to Saint Francis,s hidden
allusions to the Lord's Prayer.

We still need to take a look at possible earlier models used by
Francis. fu discussed at the beginning of this chapter, he was able not only
to imagine a work that drew on the invocations of the Our Fatber point by
point, but to carry it out through the ingenious device "f .rori
representation of personal pronouns and possessive adjectives. That being
the case, we cannot help but ask what aids traditional exegesis of the Oi
Fatber might have offered for such a venrure. Clearly, a study of the
question would require abilities very different from my own. Equally clearly,

tttPaolazzi, Il Cantico di frate Sole, 53. The lines from Dante can be read in
Parg. N,, 4-6.
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just because no significant models have been found for the overall operation
does not mean there were none. It will be up to others who are specialists in
this area to speak authoritatively on the question. Ffere I will simply report
my impressions based on a first, and still brief, srudy.

An immense number of treatises on the Our Father have amassed

over the ages. Still serving today as a guide in this forest is the now almost
hundred-year-old volume Expwitio in Orationem Dominicarn iuxta traditionem
patristicarn et theologican , cu,m. appendice CW etcplsit. tntal. et XLI partialiunt',
disposita a fr. Iosepho, 1903. In this imposing collection there is no
discussion, either among the Fathers of the Church or later theologians, not
even in Franciscan schools, of the numerical frequency of the personal
pronouns and possessive adjectives we spoke about at the beginning of this
chapter. In this area Saint Francis seems not to have been inspired by
previous or current theological studies. Daily recitation of the model and

meditation on it seem to be his only sources of inspiration for such a subtle
and fleeting use of it. That he uses the model seems to me beyond question.
But, significantly, it was not mentioned by the first generation of followers
in any of the biographies and legends of the patriarch. This, too, is is a clear

sign that the text was only partly understood by the first companions, who
were certainly most careful to learn it in its original form. Otherwise an

element so fragile as the number of pronouns and adjectives, not to mention
the cursal would have been irreparably lost. And they were equally careful in
transmitting it to those who finally put it in writing, even though, as seems

likely to me, this was not done under the author's supervision. But they did
not fully understand it, nor did they provide the giants of the second

generation-the first among them being Saint Bonaventure-the key and

the tools to try to unlock its secrets.rra

Saint Francis could find no helpful guide in earlier theologians as he

reflected on the Canticle he planned to write. fu for numbers, they had

focused their attention almost exclusively on the question of how many

invocations there are in the Lord's Prayer and what are the best criteria for
classi$ring them. Thus they argued over whether there were six petitions
grouped according to the scheme heaven-earth (three of each), or whether

rr4on the faithfulness with which Saint Francis's works have been
transmitted to us, see Paolazzi, "Gli 'scritti'tra Francesco e i suoi scrivani: un nodo
da sciogliere," Antonianum 75 (2000) 481-97 [English trans. Greyfriars Reairu 18

(2004) 1Zl-+t). The extreme modesty of the tide needs to be pointed out, because

while the ptzzle did remain to be solved, especially before this contribution, now the
question appears resolved in terms of the copyists' rigorous adherence to the wishes
of the author.
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there were seven like the seven gifts of the Holy Spirit, and how they should
be grouped in that case.rrs

In the silence of earlier as well as later generations, one pope is
perhaps an exception, although marginally so. It is Pope Innocenr III (+
1216), who in 121,0 had given a first and very general approval of the
Franciscan life. If, as I believe, there is a definite link berween the invocation
"give us today our daily bread" in the Our Fatber and the verses on the
elements in the Canticle, it may be of interest to note that Innocent III, in his
De saro altaris mysterio, more specifically in that part of Book V entitled De
oratinne dominica, presents an idea that shows a certain relationship, although
distant, with the Praises of tbe Creatares. He begins by saying that there are
seven invocations. The first three have to do with eternal life, the last three
with our life on earth, and the middle one with both. Regarding the latter,
the one about bread, he explains: "Panent nlstru,rn etc. We need five loaves,
four on earth and the fifth in heaven."r'6 His explanation of the meaning of
the five loaves, which he calls "corporal, spiritual, doctrinal, sacramental and
eternal," then takes a direction completely different from that of the verses
in Canticle. Still, we are not unmoved when we read that the corporal bread
is "for sustenance," with the presence-perhaps obligatory-of the same
word Saint Francis uses again in the "sustenance" given by God through the
air, and in the earth that "sustains" us. And it may be significant that the
bread is divided by Innocent III into four foods for this life, just as the food
asked of the Father is divided by Saint Francis into the four traditional
elements. But this is the only weak evidence I was able to find in Cardinal
Vives's collection of texts.

That Saint Francis could have heard something about Innocent III's
work is of course possible, but with such slender evidence it would be unwise
to attach too much weight to it. It will be better to conclude, at least
provisionally as we await further studies, that in this area, as in others, Saint
Francis seems to be an innovator. In a single work he is able to combine the
rhetorical subtleties of rhymed prose and assonance with the resources of
the rursas-elements previously reserved to Latin prose, not vernacular.
Moreover, he is able to choose vocabulary and expressions and make them a

faithful echo of the prayer he loved most, the Our Father.

rr5All this is told byJ. Angnieux, Ies dffirents types de stnutare du Pater dans
I'bistoire de son exigise, Leiden: Brill, 1970 (Analecta Lovaniensia biblica et orientalia,
Ser. V. Fasc. 4 et 7).

rr6Vives, Erpositio in Orationenr. Daruinicam, 387: Panen nostru.nt, etc.

Quinque panes sunt nobis necessarii, quatuor in via, et quintus in patria.
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If we are looking for the essential note, the idea that gives the whole
work that solid unity necessary for poetry, we must not avoid the texts

Francis meditated on most, those with which for years he carried on a

dialogue, sometimes public but more often secret. The Canticle ta,kes on a

meaning that is new in some respects if interpreted as I have tried to show in
these pages. It is an impassioned and powerful act of thanksgiving by a man

who has come through an experience of torment, in which he had been

assured that the prayers offered to God so many times in the words of the

Our Fatberhad been heard and granted.
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Conclusion
At the end of this journey through the Canticle it is fair to ask what

answer it provides to one of the most burning questions of recent decades:
the meaning of the preposition per.

My conviction, expressed with great caution in the preceding pages,
is that Saint Francis's hymn is a song of thanks and praise because his prayer,
the Our Fatber, has been heard. Thus the meaning of per can only be causal.
Indeed, according to this proposal the saint praises God because of
creatures, which are the means given us in order to live on this earth and
prepare the way for our passage to eternal life. But the subjective certainty of
this writer can in no way ignore the existence of difficulties that are very
hard to include in the proposed scheme.

I am not referring to the testimonies of some of the Franciscan
sources, for example the Major Legend of Saint Bonaventure, which tells us
categorically that Francis invited creatures to praise the Lord, which would
oblige us to understand per as agent:

With an intensity of unheard devotion

in each *J:#reature
-as in so many rivulets-

that fontal Goodness,
and discerned

an almost celestial choir
in the chords of power and activity

given to them by God,
and,like the prophet David,

he sweedy encouraged them to praise the Lord.rrT

Saint Bonavenrure's opinion can be countered with others opposed to it. In
particular, we could appeal to the account in the Assisi Compilation, cited
several times. In telling us about the Canticle's origin, it says that Saint
Francis wished to thank God because of crearures. In this case the
Compilation m^y perhaps be considered more authoritative, but the question
is certainly not resolved on such weak grounds.

In any case the real difficulty is another one. And it does not lie
outside the Canticle, in the testimony of this or rhar source, but within the
work itself. The reason for confusion is the last lines. Who is Saint Francis
speaking to when he says to praise and bless "my Lord," to give him thanls
and serve him with humilitv? There are two possible answers: either the

ttTLMi IX, 1; FA:ED r, s96-9v; FF 854.
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creatures listed in the preceding verse, or the faithful before whom the
Canticle was supposed to be sung after the serrnon, according to the
testimony of the Compilation. Ars can be imagined, both solutions have their
supporters. The second was defended, for example, by Gianfranco Contini
("the invitation is probably to the faithful"rr8)' the first, to mention just one
name here, was defended by Augusto Vicinelli ("he is no longer speaking to
the Most High Lord, but to the creatures mentioned thus far...; only in such
an understanding-and not by supposing that he is speaking to some kind of
audience-does the canticle have its unity"r'e). But neither of the possible
responses eliminates all the difficulties.

If we say that Saint Francis is speaking to the creatures mentioned
earlier, we must also grant that per has the meaning of agent. Indeed, this
seems to be the only possible way to preserve the structural unity, albeit with
a shift from the active voice to the passive. Throughout the whole Canticle it
would be the creatures who are praising God, invited to do so first through
the indirect formula "be praised," and at the end directly: "praise and bless."
But this solution would make it impossible to explain all that was said in the
preceding pages about the Our Father, because the relationship with the
Lord\ Prayer demands that God be thanked and blessed because o;f crearures,

not by them.

The other solution also presents difficulties, although at the same

time there are distinct advantages. The difficulry is that in the Canticle there
would be an abrupt shift from the prayer of praise and thanksgiving,
addressed to God, to an exhortation, addressed to the faithful who are

listening. Furthermore, the listeners would be urged to join in the praise

with the unexpected formula, "Praise and bless rny Lordr" whereas we would
expect something more like "your Lord" or another similar formula capable

of arousing the faithful to participate more deeply in the act of thanksgiving.
In short, the sermon that Leo Spitzer saw as beginning with the verse on
pardon would be concentrated in the last two lines.

It certainly is hard to eliminate all difficulties, but the last solution
presented here, even though it does not solve all the knotty problems, seems

to me the easiest to accept. If Saint Francis is addressing the faithful, all the
preceding verses can be interpreted as thanks for the help God provides

humans through creatures. Thus there is no conflict with what was proposed

in the last chapter. But we also gain another advantage. The Canticle and the
occasion that produced it are linked even more closely, although somewhat

tt8 Poeti del Duecento l, 34.
ttecli Scritti di san Francesco d'Asii e i "Fioretti," ed. Augusto Vicinelli,

Milan: il Saggiatore, 1995 (but the first edition byMondadori is from 1955),249.
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obscurely, to the Our Father. Here it is not just a question of the Lord's
Prayer in its liturgical form, but of irs context in the Gospel according to
Luke (11:l-2):

Now it happened that he was in a certain place praying, and when he had
finished, one of his disciples said: "Lord, teach us to pray, as John taught
his disciples." He said to rhem, "When you pray, this is what to say:
Father...."

fu Jesus taught his disciples to pralr so Francis, once again the aber
Christus, would teach his disciples to thank God for having heard the Our
Fatber. This could explain the presence of "my Lord" in the concluding
lines, for only Francis, assured of his eternal destiny, could utter in a loud
and deliberate voice such a song of praise and thanksgiving. Certainly, if the
puzzling exhortation could be interpreted in that walr the Canticle would not
only be linked to the Our Fatber even more closely, but it would also repeat
its scheme, once again reversing it: Christ's invitation precedes the prayer,
while in Saint Francis the invitation to the brothers or hearers follows it.
The same phenomenon observed for the pronouns and possessive adjectives
is also observed in connection with this other element. But there is one
important innovation: in the gospel account the exhortation is not an
integral part of the Lord's Prayer, while in Saint Francis's Praises it is.

The questions are starting to become complicated again. For an
acquisition as ne\r (and for this writer, subjectively certain) as the blueprint
of the Our Father, other questions arise and beg to be srudied and discussed.
But this is not the place, nor am I able to venrure into such areas.My hope is
that my teachers and friends, in whose name I began these pages, will again
be willing to act as guides.


